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Lovelace elected president
By Hugh Hunsucker
News Editor
Oscar Lovelace has won a landslide victory over Tim Rich in the race for the office of president of the student body. The
office of vice-president will be decided in a
run-off election between Joyce Baugh and
Joey Lemmons.
Lovelace received over 85 percent of the
votes cast for president with a total of 1855.
Rich received 317 votes.
When asked to comment on his election,
Lovelace stated, "I'm glad its over. Now
maybe I can get some work done. I'm really pleased with the way it came out, but
politicking gets old quick."
Baugh and Lemmons were the top two
vote-getters in the vice-presidential race
with Lemmons receiving 785 votes and
Baugh receiving 638 votes. According to
election rules, when a candidate does not
receive a majority of votes cast (over
half), a run-off must be held between the
top two finishers.
The run-off for vice-president is scheduled to be held next Tuesday, March 11.
Totals for the other vice-presidential
candidates included Melissa Pryor with
495 votes, Howard Murray with 222- votes,
and Marvin Key with 162 votes.
Students elected to serve on Student
Court include Jeff Hardwick, Jeff Thornton, Bonnie Rhodes and Mark Wasserman.

Also elected to court were Brad Clarke,
Dave Manella, Steve Shirley, and Don Coggins.
Two write-in campaigns were organized
for the office of president this year.
Students were urged in an editorial in The
Tiger last week to vote for Pogo as a protest against student government ineffectiveness. The other campaign was for Slim
Whitman, a locally advertised country
music singer.
Poll workers were instructed this year to
advise voters that voting for a fictitious
character or a non-student would cause
their votes to be invalidated. Michele
Peck, a member of the elections board,
commented on the instructions change by
saying, "It was brought up at one of our
meetings about what we would do if people
started writing names in. (Fictitious
characters and non-students). These
write-ins happen every year and it wasn't
just the Pogo thing that brought it about
this year."
When asked what effect that the write-in
campaigns had on the election, elections
chairperson John Madden said, "I don't
think I'm in a position to say. I will say
this, Slim Whitman came in right behind
Pogo."
According to elections board member
Steve Melaragno, there were 83 votes cast
in the presidential election that were disqualified.

AN UNIDENTIFIED STUDENT takes his turn at the polls in the recent student
body elections. Oscar Lovelace was elected president while Joey Lemmons and Joyce
Baugh are to meet in a run-off to decide the office of vice-president. (Photo by Finley)

Vending machines provide large unused revenue
By Holly Hamor
Tiger Staff Writer
The Vending Machine Committee, an
organization composed of administrative,
faculty, and student members, currently
expects to have available $74,467.90
through June 1981. According to committee member David Kraus, however, there
are no set guidelines to regulate allocations of these funds to Clemson organizations.
The committee is responsible for
distributing money collected from vending
machines on campus not controlled by the
Canteen. It receives nine percent of this
money to allocate to organizations.
"They were hesitant to tell me what they
could spend the money on," said Kraus,
president of the Graduate Students
Association. Part of Kraus's duties as
president is to serve on the committee,
along with university budget director Jim
Roberts, student body president Bob Fuzy,
Dean Walter Cox of student affairs, vice
president of academic affairs Victor
Hurst, Faculty Senate president Horace
Fleming, and John Newton, director of
auxiliary services.
Kraus asked for a set of allocations
guidelines. "They wouldn't give me one,"
he said.
Jim Roberts, the Vending Machine Committee chairman, confirmed the lack of a
set of regulations stating who may and
may not be funded. "The amount of money
we receive is not that great compared to
the university's budget," he stated.
However, he estimates the committee's Income from the machines to be between
$25,000 and $28,000 annually.

"We use the money to do things which
we would otherwise have reservations
about using state funds or university fees
for," Roberts said. Such activities, according to Kraus, include the wine and
cheese parties planned for Clemson president Bill Atchley's inauguration. State
funds cannot be used to purchase alcohol,
Kraus stated.
According to Kraus, these parties are
expected to cost approximately $10,000.
Both Roberts and Kraus estimated the
committee's total allocation toward the inauguration at $25,000, although the request
has not been formally submitted to the
committee.

The Vending Machine Committee also
supplied the student government with
$50,000 to allocate to various student
organizations. This money is in addition to
the base amount of $120,000 with which student government operates, according to
the student government Finance Committee chairman Robert Sox.
Next year, the allocation of the vending
machine funds to student government will
be cut back to $30,000, and the following
year, said Roberts, "we won't have the additional funds to give them."
Roberts stated that organizations not
funded through student government have
not been notified that vending machine
funds are available to them. The commit-

tee does receive requests from some
departments and organizations, and has
supplied money for speakers' programs
and other activities. But according to
Kraus, "nobody knows about it. The
money's there, and they (the organizations) should be able to use it."
"We have not had requests to meet the
amount of money we have available,"
Roberts said. Kraus stated that there is a
surplus of money. "I don't think they want
people to know they have that money,"
Kraus said. He feels that the reason for
this is that state funding for certain areas
might be jeopardized by the university's
access to surplus funds. "So they're having to spend it," said Kraus.

Exam proposal may affect April concert
By Mark Sublette
Assistant News Editor
Members of the University Union are
moving ahead with plans for a possible
concert in April, even though it could conflict with a new student government proposal. The Faculty Senate has indicated
that it might accept the student government's proposal to ban all tests the week
prior to exams if there are no campus activities scheduled during that same week.
In a proposal put together by John "J"
Holliman this week, student government
has presented the faculty with a proposed
ban that has long been desired by students,
but which may conflict with the April 25
date under consideration by Union person-

nel for scheduling a concert. Student
government hopes, however, to get the
proposa! okayed while still allowing the
concert date to be held open.
"There are only three events presently
scheduled for that week," explained
Holliman, "and two of them are educationally oriented, while the third is a
charity run for cystic fibrosis sponsored by
Chi Psi. We hope that the Faculty Senate
will accept the proposal while allowing
both the run and the concert date to be
held."
Holliman explained that he hoped to
have the proposal ready to present to the
Faculty Senate's Thursday night meeting
on March 6 so that there would be suffi-

cient time for the proposal to be considered for this semester's exam period. If
it were not ready, the ban on tests would
not take effect until the fall semester if the
faculty approves the measure.
Union members are moving ahead with
plans for a concert on Friday, April 25,
despite a possible conflict with the
measure. Tentatively scheduled for that
evening will be a performance by guitarist
Jeff Beck, with Sea Level as the opening
band.
"It looks good that we'll be able to do
something for that date," explained Bill
Mandicott, Union program director. "We
may be setting it up as a completely
(Continued to page 2)
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Concerts

Speakers corner
(Continued from page 1)

student-run show, without the aid of Beach
Club Bookings, though this will require administrative approval. "Butch" (Buford
Trent, director of the Union) talked to
Dean (Walter) Cox about a show in the coliseum, and he seemed favorable to the
plan," continued Mandicott.
"If we are able to run the show with
students, it will mean that we would be
able to offer the tickets at a lower rate, say
five dollars for students, and six for the
public," Mandicott continued.
Whether or not the concert is student-run
will depend upon whether or not Beach
Club Bookings, Inc. decides to pick up the
Union's offer for the show. "We had to offer management of the show to Beach Club
first," explained Phil Rash, CDCC (Central Dance and Concert Committee)
member. "They got kind of screwed over
when all the other concerts for this
semester were cancelled, and they deserved to at least have the opportunity to consider managing this show." The initial
booking of the two acts for the April 25 date
was handled by Union officials, without
Beach Club's assistance.
If the Union manages the concert, it will
be with all of the safety and operating proposals that were sent to the Cabinet that
eventually resulted in the okay for further
shows in Littlejohn. "We'll have the "Peer

Patrol" in use, along with tightened
security at the doors," stated Mandicott.
"We'd also need to have good student support in the ticket sales," he continued. ''We
would like to see a 50 percent student turnout comprising the audience."
Other concerts also scheduled for the
spring now include a third jazz show at the
Clemson House in the ballroom on April 1,
featuring Larry Coryell and the musical
guests at Bengal Ball. The annual
"Celebration of the Sun" will feature the
well-known Steppenwolf, a band that gained renown in the late sixties and early
seventies with such hits as "Born to be
Wild" and "Magic Carpet Ride." The
group has recently reformed, complete
with lead singer and guitarist John Kay,
and has begun touring again in the Northeast.
Ticket sales for Bengal Ball will be
restricted to students with activity cards,
however, and only 4,000 will be sold.
"They'll go on sale on April 3 and will cost
$3.50," stated Mandicott.
"Another safety feature we're introducing at Bengal Ball this year will be two
shuttle busses that will operate between
campus and the Y Beach every fifteen
minutes," commented Mandicott. "We're
trying to encourage people to leave their
cars on campus this year and ride the shuttle."

THE CLEMSON SAILING CLUB
will host a REGATTA Saturday, March 8.

Botany
Club

"New World Hallucinogenic Plants and
Their Aboriginal
Uses"

8:00 p.m.
Monday
March 24

Room 101
KinardHall

Society of
American
Foresters

"The Conversation
Philosophy of the
Sierra Club"

7:00 p.m.
Tuesday
April 1

Newman
Auditorium

'Continuing
Engineering
Education
Office

"Nuclear Reactor
Safety"

4:30p.m.
Tuesday
March 11

EarleHall
Auditorium

•Advance registration necessary. Phone 656-3308.

Self study to begin soon
By HoUy Hamor
Tiger Staff Writer
In the near future, Clemson University
will be undergoing a "self-study" to maintain its position as an accredited university.
The Southern Association of Institutions
and Schools requires such a self-study of
each member university every 10 years.
James E. Clark, the chairman of the study
and associate professor of civil engineering, explained the program.
According to Clark, a nine-member
overall committee, called the Steering
Committee, will be in charge of the study.

Schools from all over the Southeast will participate.
Races will be held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the club area (located at the Y-Beach).

Everyone is invited to come watch. Refreshments will be provided.

A BIG BASH
will be held Saturday night.
For more information and directions
to the party. Come out to the lake
on Saturday or call 654-4078.

VOTE
VICE PRESIDENTIAL
RUN-OFF
ELECTION
TUESDAY, MARCH 11

Place

Time

Title

Sponsor

The Steering Committee will select
members of various specialized committees.
Twelve groups will study how the 12
standards of the Southern Association are
being implemented at Clemson. Each
committee will study one of the following
standards: purpose, organization, educational program, financial resources, faculty, library, student development services,
physical resources, special activities,
graduate program, research, and planning
for the future.
In addition, the study will require a committee for each college and one for each
department.
"The committees will be composed of
faculty, some staff, and students," Clark
said. The Steering Committee, now in the
process of selecting people to fill committee positions, will itself include two
students.
The self-study will be an 18-month process, according to Clark. The program will
climax with the arrival of a "Visiting Committee" late in Sept. 1981.
The Visiting Committee is composed of
30 to 40 representatives from other universities. The visitors will review the Clemson
committees' reports and interview people
around campus to determine the university's continuing accreditation.

For Rent
One Mobile Home
ideal for two students.
4 miles from Clemson in Seneca
Quiet location
Security Deposit required

SA*V

Please call Beth Dixon,
882-5136
University Squore - 302 Seneco Rd.. Clemson. S.C

MONDAY NIGHT

PIZZA BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR

289
5:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M. DINE IN ONLY
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Performing Arts Center
By Beth Reese
Tiger Staff Writer
Statements made recently by President
Bill Atchley have given an encouraging
note to advocates of a Performing Arts
Center on the Clemson University campus.
According to Atchley, the idea of such a
center "has been given a higher priority in
the university's future expansion plans."
Atchley believes, along with a majority
of Clemson faculty, students and the local
community, that a Performing Arts
Center is something the university needs
"to endure a total educational experience."
There has long been a critical need for
such a center, but in recent years this need
has been intensified by the growth of
music, dance and drama at Clemson. Such
functions as the Chamber Music and
University Concert Series, sponsored by
the music department, and the University
Union's Performing Artist Series have
proven immensely popular and shown the
need for more efficient facilities.
Also, The Clemson Players.the Clemson
Dancers and the Clemson Mime Workshop
have experienced dramatic increases in
studeent participation. But if the growth
trends continue as they have been, these
groups will experience many difficulties in
finding facilities adequate for their needs.
According to Ray Sawyer, director of the
current Players' production, "The Runner
Stumbles," and chairman of the Dramatic
Arts Committee in the department of
English, Clemson is in dire need for a Performing Arts Center. "Such a facility
could enhance instruction of existing (per-

forming arts) programs as well as provide
a center for corresponding cultural activities," says Sawyer.
"As it stands now, the performing arts
here are spread out in facilities all over
campus, some of which are inadequate.
We have constant scheduling problems
with Daniel Auditorium, and the renovation of Tillman Hall has put a tremendous
burden on all other places," he continued.
Littlejohn Coliseum is frequently used
for cultural events, even though it is obviously a facility for athletic events. "Littlejohn's environment, seating, accoustics
and technical facilities are all inadequate
for cultural functions. The fact that we
tnust use the athletic center for many of
our performing arts functions describes
our critical need for a separate building,"
stated Sawyer.
Most faculty and administrators see the
major obstacle as an economic one. The
first step toward the realization of the
center will necessarily be the securing of
funds, which will probably come from
private donors.
"We're past the stage of attempting to
justify a performing arts complex at Clemson, because virtually everyone agrees
that it is critically needed in order to help
meet the cultural needs of the university
and community," says Sawyer. "The major hurdle at this time stems from a lack of
finances, not commitment. A strong line of
action needs to be taken to locate and pursue new funding sources, some of which
might include the university community,
the alumni, and local industry."

Major Changes
Students who are planning to change
their majors are advised that the
change should be accomplished prior to
March 14. This will enable the scheduling office to send their pre-registration
materials to the proper department in
time for pre-registration on April 8.

SAY IT WITH A PERSONAL
CALL THE TIGER AT 2150

THE
FILLING

ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES
(In Birmingham, Alabama)
Southern Company Services, the Engineering Service
Company to the Southern Company System which is
comprised of Alabama, Georgia, Gulf and Mississippi Power
Companies, has immediate openings in Birmingham,
Alabama for Engineers in the following disciplines:

BS in Mechanical Engineering
We offer competitive salariesand an excellentf ringe benefit
package.
A Representative of Southern Company Services will be on
campus interviewing forthese positions on Tuesday, March
11.
Please check with your Placement Office to sign up for an
interview. If unable to interview at this time, please send
resume to the:
Personnel Department
Southern Company Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 2625
Birmingham, Alabama 35202
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

NOW TAKING
JOB APPLICATIONS
WEDONTJUSTPUMPGAS,
WE MAKE GOOD SANDWICHES
Apply Between 10:00 a.m. - 2:00
p.m. and 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wed. and Thurs., March 12 and 13
Located on Earle Street Behind
First National Bank, adjacent to
Lawrence Dry Cleaners

Southern Company Services
wmmm
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the tiger
559 days ...

Mi

Over one and a half years ago a coed was seriously
injured when struck by an automobile in the
crosswalk between Sikes Hall and the Clemson
House.
Prior to the incident, that section of Highway 93 had
been notorious for its potential dangers to
pedestrians.
Immediately following the incident, radar units
were used in the area to curb a critical speeding problem. Also, discussion was begun on various methods
of ending the hazard.
Innumerable plans were discussed, including ideas
such as stoplights, tunnels and overpasses. Eventually, a couple of warning signs and flashing yellow
lights were posted at each end of the critical zone.
During this period, The Tiger ran numerous articles concerning the danger and the lack of action
taken to correct that danger. Also, for the past
several months, The Tiger has printed a running total
of the number of days since the accident, in lieu of articles with the same theme; no action has been taken
though talk continues.'
A committee appointed by President Atchley to
study the crosswalk situation has released a report
which is now being studied by the President's
Cabinet. In the report the committee analyzes several
solutions but found problems with each.
This week marks the last time that the running total
will appear. It's ridiculous to continue counting to
oblivion when it is apparent that no one is in a hurry to
solve the problem.
Maybe the publicity given the problem has resulted
in driver awareness which, in effect, will solve the
problem temporarily. What happens when years pass
and the problem is once again forgotten?

Meet the challenge
On Tuesday, Oscar Lovelace was elected student
body president by a large majority of the students
voting.
Lovelace has the potential to be a very effective student body president. He knows students and large
number of administrators; this contact gives him an
excellent background to lead.
As student body president, Lovelace will have
several tasks to confront. The first of these problems
will be reducing student apathy. Although Lovelace
received a large majority of the votes cast, less than
20 percent of the student body voted for him.
Lovelace was elected president of the entire student
body, not just those students who bothered to vote. His
greatest challenge will be to involve the 80 percent of
the students who didn't feel motivated to vote.
Satisfying the voters that voted for Tim Rich and
protest candidates such as Pogo and Slim Whitman
must be another goal. Rich had many ideas which
Lovelace needs to consider during the coming year.
Also, although the Elections Board has refused to
release the names of any write-in candidates, a
number of students expressed their dissatisfaction in
this manner.
The other challenge for Lovelace is to work well
with the administration. Communication between student government and the administration has been
adequate this year; however, student representatives
have been by-passed on important issues such as concerts.
Hopefully the administration and Lovelace will
work to accomplish student wishes such as
eliminating escort policy in male dorms — a bill passed
earlier this year by Senate which still awaits administrative approval.

footnotes
"They all look the same when they're naked." —
Clemson coed commenting at a recent Clemson rugby
team party.
"Nurses marry more phychopaths than anyone else
I've heard of!" — Spurgeon Cole, associate professor
of psychology, lecturing to an Abnormal Psychology
class.

Letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters
from its readers on all subjects.
Please type letters, triple spaced
on a 65-space line.
Authors of letters should sign
their letters, with their address
and phone number included. If
more than one person composes
the letter, all authors should be
listed with their addresses and
phone numbers.
All letters, 200 words or
shorter, will be published after
routine editing for style, except in
those cases in which a letter is in
poor taste or potentially libelous.
In these cases, if a majority of
the editorial board deems appropriate, a letter will be
withheld in part or in full.
Letters longer than 200 words
will be published if space is
available. Also, guest editorials
should be at least 600 words long
and submitted one week prior to
publication. Letters should be
submitted by the Tuesday prior
to the Friday issue.

559 days have passed
since the crosswalk
accident.

the tiger
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letters
County Treasurer
Having just completed another reading
of last week's editorial, I feel moved to
comment on this "non-cynical" campaign
which encouraged students to throw away
their vote in despair of ever gaining "effective government." I can understand
The Tiger's disappointment in any candidate for a student government office if
the editors believe, as they indicated, that
a candidate's stand on given issues equals
a promise that his personal views will be
automatically effected upon his election.
This simplistic attitude puts The Tiger
staff on the same level as the old woman
who thought the county treasurer was, by
virtue of his office, the richest man in
town.
" Kristy Sample

Married housing?
This letter concerns married "student"
housing.
It appears to my colleagues and me that
few grads and no undergrads will be
receiving it. Faculty members get the first
opportunity to receive it. In my opinion,
faculty members have much more money
than students.
Students who would otherwise receive
inexpensive housing of the university's
must now pay higher rents, which a newly
married couple will find difficult to
budget.
Why are they phasing out prefabs if they
can't place the students in married housing? It appears that they are trying to
phase out married students. They better
hurry up and finish the co-ed dorm so we
can at least live together.
Beth Kurtz

Adviser advises
I would like to see you follow up your
comments on advising at Clemson with a
careful, documented analysis of the advising program. Such would be of real service
to the university. Since you cannot
possibly cover all departments, I invite
you to focus on the English department.
We have a comprehensive advising
system, and I believe that your study of it
will lead you to the basic issues. I offer my
co-operation in this project; I will be happy to explain just what English advisers
are asked to do and just how they do it. You
can reach me at 3040 or in office 104 of
Strode Tower.
G. W. Koon
Chairman of Advisers

Stop the war!
Sitting in my room last Friday morning
waiting for my 9:05 lab, I began reading
The Tiger. My eye was caught by the title
of the editorial "Write in Pogo." As I read
the piece, I became increasingly infuriated.
Let me first state that I am not a
member of the student Senate. I am a
freshman, and every week in my first year
at Clemson, I have seen the constant
badgering of some organization by The
Tiger. If you will excuse the expression, "I
an 'damn' tired of it." May I ask what
makes The Tiger so superior? Something
is wrong with every organization except
you. Of course, you say the condemnation
is merely a front to encourage improvement of the various situations. I simply
refer to it as smart aleck journalism.
Campaign promises were criticized in
the editorial. I know from student government in high school that some things you
hope to achieve do not become reality
because of certain red tape or simply the
time it takes to accomplish a measure. It
may take several semesters to get a
resolution past, but you must start
sometime. This year is an even greater ex-

ception because of President Atchley's
reorganization.
I agree that instances such as poor attendance in the Senate should be noted, and I
believe that after The Tiger brought out
the Senate's attendance record, it improved. However, the suggestion to write in
Pogo for President shows a lack of maturity. If you complain student government is
a farce now, how could a nonexistent president improve the situation, unless you are
merely trying to be cute?
The editorial brought to mind an article I
read last year when the unknown candidate was elected at the University of
Georgia. He campaigned in the style of the
unknown comic, complete with paper bag
over his head. I thought at the time of what
a shameful light his election put on the student body at Georgia. By the time this letter is printed the results from our election
will be in. Hopefully, I will hot be ashamed
of Clemson students, because surely they
will not follow The Tiger's lead.
When The Tiger had a big shake up in
staff members a few months ago we read
no biting editorials on poor performances
by Tiger members, just a simple note of
the persons taking over new positions. No
organization is perfect and I hope you
realize that, along with your own faults,
befo^-e you go and jump on your next bandwage
We are all in this together. Therefore,
every once in a while why don't you say
what is RIGHT with Clemson? Maybe that
will inspire the apathetic students to see
there is still some hope between the lines of
newsprint.
Susan E.Clayton

The war goes on
For the second time in less than a month,
I have felt the need to respond to a Tiger
editorial. My reply comes in three parts.
First: clarification. The Tiger writes
that the present student body president,
Bob Fuzy, advocated a "lunch only" meal
plan and implies that this meal plan was a
broken campaign promise. To give a little
more information than The Tiger ever
gives, Bob Fuzy did author a resolution
calling for just such a meal plan. From
there, a Senate committee researched the
resolution and found it unfeasible and impractical. It was introduced unfavorably
to the Senate floor where the resolution
was defeated.
This author presented a letter in The
Tiger just recently in which he chastised
Charles Bolchoz and his staff for biased,
unthinking, unresearched writing. Apparently, this-is the case once again^or _
perhaps The Tiger did not want to let the
details of the "lunch only" meal plan
known...
Second: rebuttal. The Tiger describes
last year's presidential elections as "botched." I couldn't agree more. Yet when
the Senate passes legislation to re-define
and reorganize the election, The Tiger is
quick to critize the Senate for spending too
much time on "self-regulation." It appears that student government is damned
if they do and damned if they don't.
Third: challenge. The Tiger supports
Pogo for President. Finally, The Tiger
writes an editorial which has shown the entire Clemson family the farce The Tiger in
reality is. With last week's editorial came
laughter and disgust from students, faculty, and staff alike over The Tiger's illogical and incorrect attempt of defining .
existing student apathy as protest. Of
course, illogical reasoning is common for
The Tiger. Granted, this writing precedes
the Tuesday election, and the author has
no way of knowing how many write-in
votes Pogo will receive. If one fool yells
loud enough, more of the same will follow
the first.
The Tiger goes to press apparently to
criticize. The fact that three of the last four
editorials blatantly attacked student
government bears witness to this. The

Tiger no longer serves the purpose of informing the student body or voicing student opinion. Instead The Tiger has
become a megaphone for a pitiful,
whimpering few.
This author, therefore, challenges The
Tiger to fill the deficit in its structure and
put some decency and common sense back
into the name "Tiger."
Nothing more needs to be said. The
Tiger has been unfairly exploiting its
monopoly on campus communication for
too long, and I, along with many other
students, am calling for, indeed, demanding a stop to this farce.
David Morison, Jr.
Student Senator

Stupid government
As a student of this university for three
years, I feel that it is about time for someone to bring up the topic of student
government.
This year I was asked to represent
Johnstone's B and C sections and Cope
Hall as dorm council president. I have had
a few run-ins with the university administration that have in one way or
another involved student government.
The first run-in occurred with my Resident Assistant when I was a freshman. He
instructed to remove my FM wire antenna
which was taped on the outer wall of
Johnstone or receive a $25 fine. But again
this year, candidates are taping election
banners to the outer wall of Johnstone Hall
(the Housing Office should fine them $25).
As a dorm council president, I am
responsible for manning the student
government polls for elections. All dorm
council presidents were called to a
meeting by the elections chairperson to
discuss poll procedure, but no personnel
from the student government showed up.
Up until this semester, student government has had a habit of calling dorm council presidents the night before the election
to see that the polls are manned. After
numerous complaints this problem was
rectified.
My final run-in occurred Monday (the
day before the elections) when I was
notified that I had to supply three tables

for the polls. After a long search, I found
that tables could be RENTED for 50* each
from the Student Union. I was instructed
by student government that this fee should
come out of each halls dorm council
money. I did not feel this was right. After a
long trek through Mell Hall with stops in
Dean Delony's, Mr. Richard's, and Mrs.
Boettner's offices, the university picked up
the tab. Why was this tab not picked up by
student government which receives a
budget of $20,000 a year? ? ?
Is this STUPID government or student
government?
I feel a great need for a STUDENT
government, and I also believe that the
students that VOTE should be able to pick
the right representative!!!
John David Howie
Dorm Council President for B and
C sections and Cope Hall

Something's amiss
Something is amiss when a newspaper's
editorial must rely upon its own ineptness
to evoke reader response. Any disgruntled
freshman can cry "ineffective government." I had assumed it within the capacity of even a mediocre newspaper staff to
gather and provide to their readers the information upon which such cries are based. If The Tiger could come up with nobetter "examples" of ineffective government
than the two cited in last week's editorial
(since The Tiger apparently did not bother
to follow up on what actually has happened
to these proposals, I did), I must assume
that it is The Tiger, rather than student
government, whose effectiveness as our
link to administrative proceedings is lacking.
Perhaps The Tiger staff would benefit
from some prodding for self-reform as
much as we are told student government
would—at least to the point that editorials
reflect some attempt by the authors to
responsibly research their subject before
forming their opinions. It is tempting to
suggest that dissatisfied students support
Pogo for Tiger editor; however, let us find
a less cynical and more constructive
means than Pogo, no matter how "cute"
the idea, to express our views.
Tom Dickinson

Placement Bulletin
COMPANIES RECRUITING-MARCH 10-14.1«0

Company
Bellwrlght Industries
Industrial Risk Insurers
Nat'l Center for Paralegal Trng
Federal Aviation Agency
Riegel Text Corporation
Whiting Metals
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BS/ME
BS/ME

Naval Air Station
Liberty Mutual
Aetna Casualty & Surety Division
American Cyanamld
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International Paper
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BS/ME
BS/ChE.ME.ECE

S.C. National Bank
J. E. Slrrlne
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TeledyneAllpac
Long John Sliver
Ernsts. Julio Gal lo

BS/Econ.lM,AM,FM
BS/ME.ECE
BS/TT,TS,TC,IM
BS/Biology or Any Sci Ma|ors
BS/ME.IM.IET
BS/AM,FdSc
BS/AM

Cleveland Elee Illuminating Co
Computer Software Services. I nc
Charles T. Main Engineers
Hart Graphics, I nc
Federal Deposit Insur Corporation
McBee Systems
Rexham Corporation

BS/ME.EE,ChE.BC,MET.EET
BS/Math.CpSc. or Acct, FM. AM, IM wl
emphasis In Computer Science
BS/Arch./WE.ECE, ChE.CE, ET S, MS/ESE
BS/ME.MET
BS/Businesswl mln 12 hrs Accrng
BS/Bus,Acctng or any major
BS/Chemlstry

Blount international

BS/CE.BC.ME
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Commission releases education 'Master Plan'
By Beth Reese
Tiger Staff Writer
The South Carolina Commission on
Higher Education released its Master Plan
for Higher Education recently, which is
the culmination of a one-year study involving more than 250 people actively participating in 23 different task forces.
The plan, which is only effective on approval by the South Carolina General
Assembly, contains 105 recommendations.
These recommendations apply to the three
universities, nine senior colleges, and 21
two-year institutions in the state..
There are eleven major points to the
Master Plan. First, it recommends that
"the present system for post-secondary
education continue" and that all public institutions strictly follow their missions as
defined. Maximum benefits from each
state institution can only be realized if
their missions and responsibilities are
clearly defined. Clemson's future has been
set out in its Five Year Mission Statement.
The Plan also recommends that the
three universities — Clemson, The University of South Carolina, and the Medical
University of South Carolina — offer professional and graduate programs "emphasizing research and public service."
Undergraduate programs should be open
only to students with above-average potential.
The third point in the Master Plan is that
the nine senior colleges, which includes
Winthrop, College of Charleston, Lander,
Citadel, and Francis Marion, should provide basic liberal arts and science programs. In some cases, there should also be
a limited range of professional and

master's-level graduate programs.
The state's 21 two-year schools are seen
as providing a wide range of occupational
programs as well as some lower division
college programs. The plan states that
students should be admitted to these institutions under "less stringent criteria"
than those of the senior colleges and
universities.
The Master Plan states also that the admissions policies of the institutions "be
consistent with the present structure and
the mission of each institution." According
to Kenneth Vickery, dean of admissions,
Clemson's admissions policies will not experience any changes because of the plan.
"Clemson has the highest standards for
admissions of any state college," commented Vickery. "We're headed in the
right direction and there is no need to
change anything."
The sixth point of the commission's plan
concerns the unnecessary duplication of
academic programs. According to the
plan, Clemson University should continue
to supply the state with the primary programs in agriculture, architecture,
building construction and management,
textiles, forestry and engineering, as well
as recreation and park administration, industrial education and bioengineering.
The University of South Carolina should
continue to put emphasis on the improvement of the graduate and professional programs in business, law, education and the
liberal arts and sciences.
In order to assess the need for individual
programs, the Commission plans to begin
a review of all existing programs at each
institution. News programs will also be

reviewed before implementation.
The Master Plan's seventh major point
is the process of predicting future
enrollments at public institutions "so that
trends can be recognized and anticipated." According to the Commission,
future enrollment growth will be at a much
slower rate and will level off at about 1983.
The growth rate should remain unchanged
through the decade.
A major recommendation of the plan is
that the Medical University of South
Carolina (Charleston) continue to develop
as an academic health care center. It
should also remain as the "major state
resource for education, research and
public service in health related areas."
The main emphasis of the University of
South Carolina School of Medicine (Columbia) should be in postgraduate medical
education, particularly the training of
primary care physicians.
An appropriation formula is already in
use for many public institutions, and the
commission now suggests that the same
kind of formula be used for medical and
technical institutions.
The tenth major point of the Master Plan
is to help make the commission a more effective agency. It requires the state institutions to submit all of their requests for
funds, programs, and facilities directly to
the Commission, instead of the General
Assembly. The General Assembly should
not act on requests until the Commission
has made recommendations.
The final point of the plan "reaffirms its
committment to equal opportunity and
equal access." The commission urges the
equal representation of women and

minorities on all boards of trustees of
public postsecondary institutions. It also
urges schools of the state to increase efforts to recruit women and minorities for
faculty positions, as well as for the student
population.
Dean Victor Hurst states that these
recommendations are now in the hands of
the General Assembly and may stay there
"for an indefinite period of time."
"The commission's recommendations
may be approved as they are, but most
probably will be approved with additional
suggestions from a legislative committee," commented Hurst. "The problem we
have now is that there are several new
academic programs we have down in Columbia waiting to be approved. But there is
a moratorium on new programs until the
Master Plan comes through. We just have
to wait, "he added.
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University Union, WSBF radio elect staffs
By Vickie Cartee
Tiger Staff Writer
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tions . that were filled include: Artwork—Angela Bove, Coffeehouse—Robert
Ervin, and College Bowl—John Kleinhenz.
Other chairmanships include: Central
Dance and Concert Committee—Peggie
Pollack, Films/Video—Ann Power, Outdoor Recreation—Lederie Carroll, Short
Courses—Scot Gillespie, Special
Events —Kelly Corbett, and
Travel—Debra Hurley.
WSBF announced the new staff for the
1980-81 school year. The business staff will
be headed by director Chip Harlow. Office
manager Trish Coleman and public relations manager Jim Crane will assist him in
direction of the station.

The Clemson University Union and student radio station, WSBF, held elections
for senior staff positions this week. Their
terms of office will be for one full year.
The newly elected president of the
Union, Pam Routh, will represent the
Union Board* and coordinate events concerning students, faculty, and the Union
professional staff.
Jerry Oberholtzen, vice-president,
serves as financial operations coordinator
and fills in for the president when
necessary.
The Union committee chairman posi——

Kappa Delta
pledges 95
ByPriscillaBunton
Tiger Staff Writer
Kappa Delta sorority, the third largest
nationally in the Panhellenic Conference,
established the Epsilon Tau colony at
Clemson last weekend.
The Panhellenic Council at Clemson invited Kappa Delta to colonize because
there was a need for another sorority due
to the large number of girls that rushed
last fall. Over 150 girls rushed Kappa Delta
and 95 were pledged. The Clemson colonization is the second largest ever
established nationally.

Rush for Kappa Delta began Thursday
night, Feb. 28, with a party open to all interested female students. Personal interviews were conducted Friday and a
preferential party was held Saturday. The
95 girls were pledged on Sunday.
National officers of Kappa Delta who
came to Clemson to establish the colony included national vice-president Corre
Stegall, who is in charge of extension. Also
present was Gale Fuller, the national
director who is in charge of membership,
and two national collegiate advisers,
Dawn Anchors and Pat Patterson.
Members of chapters from Newberry
College, the University of South Carolina,
the University of Georgia, and Wofford
College helped in the colonization.
Joy. Smith, Panhellenic adviser, and the
Panhellenic Council also contributed to the
colonization according to national adviser
Pat Patterson who said, "We greatly appreciate their 100 percent support."

^

The programming staff was announced;
however, confusion regarding election procedures may result in changes in two positions. Hearings before the board of directors late Thursday may result in changes
in music director and programming director. As of press time, the positions were
filled by Douglas Welton and Billy
Kenross, respectively.
Others involved in programming include: chief announcer Nathan Norris,
production manager Douglas Welton,
news director Jim Stevenson, traffic and
continuity Peggie Pollock, sports director
Mike Bomgardner and ATC programmer
Bruce Lennox.

Strong autopsy report returns
The death of Edward Alford Strong, the
Clemson student whose body was found in
Lake Hartwell on Feb. 3, has been ruled
"accidental drowning" by the Pickens
County coroner's office.
An autopsy was performed by Dr. Joel
Saxton, the state pathologist. Bell stated,
"The autopsy determined that no external
or internal injuries were sustained."
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WHAT THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY
IS ALL ABOUT
ARCHITECTURE

BUSINESS
COMPUTERS

ECONOMICS
ELECTRONICS

PERSONNEL
RECREATION

SOCIOLOGY
URBICULTURE

WATER

XEROGRAPHY

103 CLEMSON AVENUE

654d9T0

JOURNALISM

NOW
SHOWING

MATHEMATICS

NURSING

$O50

CAPRI'S ITALIAN

DAIRY SCIENCE

ENGINEERING

LANGUAGES
MEDICINE

BIOLOGY

EDUCATION

TUES., WED., & TOURS.,

Open: Tuesday-Thursday 5:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
Friday and Saturday 5:00p.m.-11:00p.m.
Sunday 5:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
Closed Monday

CHEMISTRY

COMMERCE

ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Mannicotti or Spaghetti
Served with Salad, Drink, Bread and Butter

Careers in Textiles also involve professionals in:
AGRICULTURE

"A toxicological report done at the
Medical University in Charleston determined that there were no drugs involved;
however, there was a significant amount
of alcohol."
Bell stated that no inquest is planned. He
also said that no request for an inquest had
been made by Strong's family. Bell said
that his office "had closed the case."
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The engineering staff consists of two
people. Tom Daspit serves as chief
engineer. Joe Blandford acts as ATC
engineer.
Elections for Taps, The Tiger and The
Chronicle will be held in the coming weeks.
Taps will have elections for all senior staff
positions April 6.
The Chronicle will elect next year's
editor April 2. The editor will name his
staff after that date.
As of Sunday, The Tiger will have named
its new senior staff as well. All senior staff
positions are open. Those students interested are asked to have their applications in no later than Sunday by 3 p.m.

OCEANOGRAPHY
PHYSICS

Shows 7:00-9:00p.m.
Coming Soon:
The Who in
"Quadrophenia"
"The Fog"
"1941"

TECTRONICS
VERTICULTURE
YACHTING

ZOOLOGY

Late show tonight
and Saturday
at 11:30p.m.,
"Flesh Gordon"

Textiles - the Fabric of Life to South Carolina, our
nation, and the world

Admission $2.00

Starring REBECCA BALDING -CAMERON MITCHELL • AVERYSCHREIBER
BARBARA STEELE-STEVE DOUBET-BRAD REARDEN
mn^_.
YVONNE DE CARLO as "MRS. ENQELS" introducing JCJU AMDELMAN as DORK
Executive Producers JOAN HARRIS & DENNY HARRIS • Producers JIM & KEN WHEAT
Written by KEN & JIM WHFAT and WALLACE C. BENNETT
Directed by DENNY HARRIS ■ "
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CLEMSON THEATRE
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Abandoned cars found in student parking
ByShaSifford
Tiger Staff Writer
Two cars have been found abandoned in
the East Campus resident student parking
area #1. According to John W. Pace, assistant dean of student services, "The university has the authority to do something with
thesecars."
Jack Ferguson, Jr., director of public
safety, said, "We try to show a little compassion .... We follow the South Carolina
code and notify the last registered owner."
If this doesn't result in the removal of the
cars, they are then turned over to a towing
agency which charges $15 per car.
According to the Student Handbook, "No

person shall abandon any vehicle on the
university campus. A vehicle which has remained on the campus parked and unused
for a period of 30 days may be presumed to
be abandoned. The university may remove
any abandoned vehicle and dispose of it as
appropriate." It goes on to say, "The
owner of such vehicle shall be responsible
for all costs involved in removing, impounding, and storing of such vehicles. Clemson University, its officers, and employees
shall not be liable for any damage to the
vehicle occurring during or resulting from
the removal, impoundment, or storage
thereof."
Ferguson said there were "I guess between four and six cars a year" abandoned.
They are usually discovered and removed

during the school breaks, when they
especially stand out in the generally
vacated lots. The people who desert the
cars are usually "students or former
students," according to Ferguson. "Some
get another car and forget the old one."
An irregularity in the case of these two
cars is that one is believed to have been
towed away at Christmas break. No
reasons have been found for its being
abandoned twice.
The main problems with abandoned cars
is that "they use the parking spaces, they
are an eyesore, and they encourage vandalism in the area," says Ferguson. People break into and strip the cars, plus
throw rocks and bottles at them which can
bounce onto near-by cars.
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a president we don't have to train.
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RepubKcans hold straw poll
By Jon Plisco
Staff Writer
On Friday, Feb. 29, the College
Republicans sponsored a Republican
presidential straw poll. The poll was held
outside Schilletter and Harcombe dining
halls.
George Bush won the primary by obtaining 44 percent of the 619 votes cast by
Clemson students. Ronald Reagan finished
second with 29 percent of the votes, followed by John Connally, 12 percent, Howard
Baker, 8 percent, John Anderson, 6 percent, and 2 percent for all other candidates.
The College Republicans goal was to find
a winner for the primary but rather to
make people more aware of the importance of the up-coming primary in
South Carolina and of the presidential election itself.
"The primary was a success because it
helped get people interested in the
presidential race," stated John Warner,
College Republicans treasurer.
Bush, Connally, and Reagan have all

been represented at Clemson or in the
area. Bush was represented by speaker
Harry Dent, who spoke to Clemson
students in Smith Hall. The Connallys have
been very active as Mrs. Connally and son,
Mark, have visited groups of students, and
John Connally held a breakfast speech at
the Clemson House.
Reagan has also spoken to audiences in
both Greenville and Anderson. According
to John Warner, the Bush campaign personnel had a special interest in the Clemson Republican primary, because they are
trying to win the support of those voters in
the 35-year-old and under bracket in South
Carolina. They were eager to know the outcome of the primary.
The Clemson primary was stressed by
the state branch of the Republican Party
to help support the upcoming state
primary, which is the first Republican
primary ever in South Carolina.
The Republicans are expecting a turnout
of over 300,000 voters, making it possibly
the largest primary in South Carolina as
well as one of the most important in the
country.
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She was married at 13.
She had four kids
by the time she was 20.
She's been hungry and poor.
She's been loved and cheated on.
She became a singer and a star
because it was the only way
she knew to survive.
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Basketball
The Atlantic Coast Conference
Tournament is not like any other
sporting event in America. For three
days, the fans of the respective eight
schools feast on hot dogs and basketball. There are few words that can
describe the tournament, but the
most obvious word is "unique."
Many signs and cheers are
created by the fans to show their
feelings toward the respective
schools in the tournament. .Clothing
in the school colors is mandatory
and most of the t-shirts have slogans
that leave the typical observer shaking his head in amazement.
Some of the signs that were present at the tournament were: "This
is Littlejohn" and "Greensboro is
Littlejohn Away From Home." Both
were supposed to build confidence in
the road traveling Tigers.
A poster in the Virginia section
made an obvious reference to the
referees by commenting, "You Must
Be Kidding" everytime the whistle'
was blown. A student in the Duke
section held up a sign during the
North Carolina game that said,
"Duke Medical Students Say: UNC
Ugly is fatal."
Two signs Saturday night made
obvious reference to the arctic
weather outside of the Greensboro
Coliseum. In the Duke section, one
sign read, "They said it would snow
in Greensboro before Duke would
win the ACC tournament," and in
the Maryland section a sign read,
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the South Carolina Gamecocks.
Sloan was bounced in the first
round by Foster's Blue Devils 68-62
and Duke went on to win the tournament by beating the ACC's two most
hated schools—North Carolina and
Maryland. As one fan commented
the Terps and the Tar Heels
' 'deserve each other.''
Friday night when the Devils faced the Heels, the familiar ABC signs
were out—"Anybody But Carolina."
Duke was the crowd favorite as they
vanquished the Heels behind Mike
Gminski's 24 point - 19 rebound
effort, 75-61.
The final game of the tournament
was all a final should be—lots of action, tough defense and great
shooting. The Terps and the Devils
played nose to nose, chest to chest
basketball, but Duke had the big
plays. Two of the biggest were the
two steals by Duke guard Vince
Taylor when the Terps got sloppy
with their passing in the late stages
of the game.
A Gminiski tip-in gave Duke a 7372 lead, and they had to hold their
breath as Terp Albert King took his
final shot of the tournament with
four seconds remaining. King was
nothing short of brilliant as he hit the
winning shot against Georgia Tech
in overtime, tallied 38 points against
Clemson in the semi-finals and had
27 in the final game against Duke.
But, the shot hung on the rim try-

ing to decide whether it wanted to
drop in or roll out. It decided to roll
out, and Duke batted the ball away
to claim the title.
Clemson could claim the greatest
comeback in the tournament, as the
Tigers cut a 16 point margin to one,
but they did not have enough to push
by the Terps as Maryland won, 91-85.
In the opening round, Clemson and
Virginia played defense and forgot
about offense. Neither team was impressive, but the Tigers grabbed the
victory, 57-49. The coliseum was full
when the contest began, but it emptied out in the second half as many
fans, tired from the three previous
games.vacated the premises.
A record five teams from the ACC
got bids to the NCAA tournament,
whiie one got a bid to the NIT.
Maryland and NC State are seeded
in the East, Duke is seeded in the
Mideast, North Carolina is seeded in
the Midwest and Clemson will participate in the first round of the
Western Thursday night in Ogden,
Utah.
Virginia received and accepted a
bid to the NIT after they were snubbed by the NCAA.
Much of the credit for publicity of
ACC basketball goes to the ACC
tournament. The ACC is on parade
for three, days and a perfectly normal town is turned upside down by
the basketball maniacs of the
Seaboard Circuit.

Story by Cobb Oxford
Photos by Glenn Stephens
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features
Survey reveals drinking habits of student body
relieve tension could become the problem
drinkers of tomorrow.
Social drinking is one aspect of the situation. A social drinker in a college town
could be defined as one who drinks for the
sake of drinking, and because his friends
are downtown. These are the students who
keep the local proprietors in business.
Some even drink as much as seven days a
week (six days a week in South Carolina),
and some often have "too much" the same
number of days.
Most students fall into a catagory that
consists of those who only drink on
weekends. This is mainly to have
something to do on Friday and Saturday
nights.
The third catagory is that which implies
that students are merely casual drinkers,
or those who only drink to be hospitable or
maybe have a small nightcap before bed.
These students might not even drink if it
weren't for dates or small parties.

ByMikeMarzec
Tiger Staff Writer
Clemson students have acquired many
habits and pastimes to fill in the gaps in
each day between classes and sleeping.
They do such things as watch television,
play pinball and lie in the sun when it's
warm. But the most favorite pastime
among a majority of the students is drinking.
In a recent survey, 200 students were
polled at random. They were asked to
answer a few questions which were to
classify them by G.P.R., class, whether or
not they drank alcoholic beverages and
their frequency of drinking. These questions were compiled with a feeling of total
objectivity and anonymity. No one except
the surveyors were aware of the purpose of
the survey.
It seems that drinking is an outlet, of
sorts, to a release of tension or a break
from the day-in, day-out drudgery of
classes and studying. Students are looking
for something to do and would probably go
stir-crazy if they didn't have a bar to go to
in the afternoon and on weekends. But this
is not to be misunderstood as an advocation of drinking by students. Alcoholism is
a serious problem and should not be taken
lightly. Todays students who drink to

The following table breaks down the
responses of students and the corresponding percentages.
This is not to say that all students are
alcoholics or that they are even likely
alcoholics. This was just a small sample of
Clemson students, around 2 percent of the
total student body.
-

Question . Doyoudrink?
Sex
Male% Female %

Class

# Respondents

Fresh.
Soph.
Jr.
Sr.
Grad.

22
17
62
96
3

63%
65%
66%
75%
67%

37%
35%
34%
25%
33%

200

70%

30%

Total

A RECENT SURVEY showed that approximately 88 percent of Clemson students consume alcoholic beverages. The percentages remained fairly constant over the entire
grade point ratio range and also among males and females. (Photo by Plisco)

Males
yes
no

125
15

89%
11%

Females
yes
no

51
9

85%
15%

Total
yes
no

176
24

88%
12%

G.P.R

No.

1.00 to 1.49
1.50 to 1.99
2.00 to 2.49
2.50 to 2.99
3.00 to 3.49
3.50 to 4.00

1
13
49
63
45
29

Total Percentage
0.5%
6.5%
24.5%
31.5%
22.5%
14.5%

G.P.R.

1.00 to 1.49
1.50 to 1.99
2.00 to 2.49
2.50 to 2.99
3.00 to 3.49
3.50 to 4.00

Number &
% Drinkers
1-100%
13-100%
42- 86%
55- 87%
41- 91%
24- 83%

Number &
% Non-Drinkers
0- 0%
0- 0%
7-14%
8-13%
4- 9%
5-17%

' You never know which way doors will swing'
By Keith Mattison
Tiger Staff Writer
I came to Clemson because I was told
"college would open doors" for me. Usually the only place doors are opened for me is
at the grocery store.

Loose Ends
Clemson offers a variety of doors.
Besides the omnipresent doors that
automatically shut on your heels before
you can walk through them, there are the
elevator doors that kill and maim, the
Johnstone doors that are harder to move
than the walls, and the library doors that
sound like beer cans opening. The main
problem with doors around Clemson is that
the ones you need to use the most are locked.
Doors have been used as symbols in
literature and philosophy, but I think the
symbolism is fairly open and shut. Doors
also have sexual connotations according to
Freud. Take psychology sometime and
find out how "perverted" life is.
The subject of sex brings me to one of the
most important uses for doors. Opening
doors for girls always impresses them,
even in these days of women's liberation.
By opening doors for them with a big smile

on your face, you can have girls swooning
at your feet. I don't know what swooning
means but it sounds great. A girl will think
of you as a gentleman, even if you think
high class means a 400 level course on the
top floor of Daniel.
One day I decided to try this excellent
technique on Diane, the goddess from my

math class. She is not one of these presweetened flakes that are so common on
campus. She is a smart girl with healthy
features from those cute toenails to the top
of her beautiful head and the assortment of
terrain in between. She will not waste her
time talking to just anyone.
I left math and timed my walk to reach

the door right before she did. I held the
right side of the double door open for her,
and she walked out the left side. Coming
from a family that still, hopes Wendal
Wilkie will be elected President, I was too
stubborn to admit defeat.
I raced ahead to the next door she would
walk through and sprained my wrist trying
to open a locked door. I managed to open
the other half of the double door in time for
Diane. This time she noticed me because I
had to "clothes-line" her to open the door.
"Sorry about that," I mumbled. "Hey,
aren't you in my math class?"
"Maybe, I never really noticed."
After such a great start, the conversation could only get better, so I picked an interesting subject. "What do you think
about the dancing caterpillars?"
"I think that bugs are even more boring
than the people around here.''
Undaunted by this, I strived onward.
"Speaking of animals, my brother once
was arrested for feeding some birds."
"Sure.'-'
' 'He was feeding them to the cat."
By this time we had reached another
door, which I held open for Diane and the
58 people that followed her. She escaped
from me while I finished my role as semipermanent doorstop. The problem with
doors is that you never know when they are
going to turn on you. One door gave me the
chance to talk to Diane, while the next
door, like most doors at Clemson, messed
everything up.
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MARCH:
A MONTH FULL OF FUN
10

Free Flick:
"Cat Ballou"
8:00 PM

Video: "Clemson
HiahliahfR".
thru 14th

11 .

Table Tennis Tourn.
Gameroom, 8:00 PM
CPR

BRIDAL SEMINAR

Dinner Theatre
"Tin Settirai" - Mime
Edgar's, 6:00 PM, $6.00

HAIVMOCK MAKING

12 Brown Bag Special
"Workmanship Myth"
"Hawaii - Our Little
Corner of the World"
12-1 PM, Edgar's

13

Horseback Riding
Details & Sign-up
at Union Info Desk
Deadline, 6th

Edgar's: "Stewart Tussing", 9 PM, 50?

14
Edgar's
"Sweet Dixes"
9 PM, 50*

Backgammon Tournament
Gutter, 8:00 PM
BALLROOM DANCING'

15

SPRING BREAK

I
BEGINS!

Movie: "Rollerball", 6:45 & 9 PM, DISCO DANCING FRISBEE
Edgar's: Arm Wrestling
thru 13th HOL. SELF HEALTH
17
19
18
20

16

22

Jewelry Sale, March 24-28, Outside Paliretto Room

23

24 Video: "The Kennedys".25
thru 30th
Edgar's
Reader's Theatre
8:00 PM

rs

Edgar's
"Scott Jones"
9 PM, 50C
Movie:

Edgar's
"Cobra", 9PM
Free
Art Gallery:
Chris Hamilton and
Sherb Naulty, Photo
Display, thru 29th

26

1st DAY OF SPRING!
I
.
_ J

Human Checkers
Union Plaza

Spring Backpacking
Seminar

Gutter:
"Rick Dixon", 8 PM 50<?
Brown Bag Special
Edgar's
"The Womans Games"
"The Comedy Store"
"Voyage of the Hummingbird
9:00 PM, $1.00
12 - 1 PM, Edgar's
BASIC KITEMAKING

HAMMOCK MAKING

Movie:

"The Rose"

"The Rose", 7:00 & 9:00 PM

Performing Artist Series
"National Theater of the
Deaf", 8 PM, Daniel AUd
$1.50 at the door
Edgar's:

"Applewood", 9 PM, 50C
7:00 & 9:00 PM, $1.00
Beer Garden East Bank, 4 P.M.

BRIDAL SEMINAR-MARCH 10-7 PM
UNION MTE CLUB

BROWN
BAG
SPECIAL

Wednesday, March 12
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WORKMANSHIP MYTH &
HAWAII-OUR LITTLE
CORNER OF THE WORLD

Comedy
Tonight
an evening of laughter
Edgar's 9 PM$1.00

/^T ALTEBMAIWfiS
EDGAR'S:

presented by (he Special Events Committee

Wednesday, March 26

THE WOMANS GAMES
VOYAGE OF THE
HUMMINGBIRD
EDGAR'S 12-1 PM
Bring your BBand
sip a brew!

presents

GUTTER:

"Rick Dixon", March 26 & 27,8 PM, 50e

Y THEATRE:

Qumball Rally, thru March 8, 7 & 9 PM,
$1.00
RoilfDall. March 10-12,6:45 & 9 PM, $1.00
The Rose. March 24-29,7 & 9 PM, $1.00
Skatetown. USA, March 31 - April 2,7 & 9
PM,$1.00

FREE FLICK:

Cat Ballou. March 9,8 PM
Summer ot 42, March 30,9 PM

VIDEO:

"Billy Joel", thru March 9
"Clemson Highlights", March 10-14
"The Kennedys", March 24-30

GALLERY:

Photo Display, thru March 14
Photo Display, March 24-29

A Dinner Theater
with

PERFORMING ARTIST
SERIES
presents:

THE WOODEN BOY
or

THE SECRET LIFE OF
GEPPETTO'S DUMMY
Performed by The National Theatre of the Deaf
8:00 PM March 28 Daniel Auditorium

$1.50 or series ticket

till I

THE SPECIAL
EVENTS
COMMITTEE

TIM SETTIMI
mime
MARCH 11,
6 P.M.
$6 person,
$10 couple
tickets on sale now
in the program office

"Stewart Tussing", March 7 4 8, 9 PM,
50e
"Sweet Dixes", March 13,9 PM, 50*
"Scott Jones", March 24,9 PM, 50'
"Cobra", March 25,9 PM, Free
"Applewood", March 28 & 29,9 PM, 50'

clemson university union • spring 1980

mm
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arts / entertainment
Spoleto Festival offers varied entertainment
ByHoll Hamor
TigerS K Writer

'*

This year's Spole
;stival U.S.A. will
offer a wide yarie of music, drama,
dance, and art. Wk: ly acclaimed as the
world's most comprehensive arts festival,
the program will he. Its fourth season in
Charleston, S.C. fron lay 23 until June 8.
The Festival was founded by Gian Carlo
Menotti, a Pulitzer Prize-winning composer and director. A comparable festival
has been held annually in Spoleto, Italy,
for the past 22 years. By combining the
American and Italian seasons, Menotti
hoped to create a "festival of two worlds."
The entertainment and exhibits to appear at the 1980 Spoleto Festival represent
some of the world's best talent in all fine
arts areas. The list of performances seems
endless.
Spoleto will offer the American
premiere performance of Menotti's "Chip
and His Dog," an opera written for and
performed by children. Other operatic offerings include the works of Bellini, Bizet,
Offenbach, and Susa. Two outdoor country
music concerts are scheduled, the first
such performances in Spoleto since the
1978 Festival.
Events also include outdoor and indoor
jazz concerts. Prominent chamber music
artists will present a total of 30 programs
during the Festival, and afternoon intermezzi concerts, featuring choral and instrumental ensembles, will appear in
some of Charleston's historic churches. A
Gala Recital by renowned pianist Rudolf
Firkusny and two orchestral per-

A MAJOR PART of past Spoleto festivals has been the jazz presentations. The West
Texas State University One O'clock Jazz band is pictured at the 1978 Spoleto Festival.
(Photo compliments of Ned Webb)
pany and Maria Benitez-Estampa
formances of Verdi's "Requiem" will also
Flamenca. Benitez is considered among
be presented.
the world's greatest Spanish dancers.
In the field of dance, the Nikolais Dance
Spoleto 1980 will also feature a Dance
Theatre will appear in three perGala, in which several internationalformances. The company's productions
known dancers will perform.
are noted for their unique combinations of
Two theatrical premieres will highlight
dance, light, sound, and color, Also
the Spoleto Festival. Arthur Miller's play
scheduled are the Joyce Trisler Danscom-

"The American Clock" will appear in the
historic Dock Street Theatre in a worldpremiere performance.
In its first American performance, Shuji
Terayama's "Directions to Servants" will
play during Spoleto. The "total theatre"
piece has been called "shocking and
erotic;;" it combines mime dance, song,
and acrobatics to achieve this effect.
Presenting the works of a major film
maker is a Spoleto tradition, and this year
the Festival will feature a collection of Orson Welles films. Virtually all of Welles'
works to date will be shown in the film
festival.
' 'Piccolo Spoleto,'' a series of free events
coordinated by Charleston's Cultural Affairs division, will present music, mime,
dance, puppet, and storytelling performances throughout the Spoleto
Festival. Schedules of specific events will
be available during the Festival.
Spoleto Festival tickets are presently
available through the mail. Prices range
from $2.00 to $15.00, according to the event
and selection of seating. Ticket orders will
be filled on a first-come, first-serve basis,
and should be accompanied by full payment or a credit card charge (Mastercharge and Visa are accepted). All sales
will be final.
After May 1, tickets may be charged by
telephone, and some tickets may be
available during the Festival. Ticket order
forms and additional information is
available by writing Spoleto Festival
U.S.A., P.O. Box 704, Charleston, S.C.
29402, or by calling (803) 772-2764.

Diverse new album released by The Clash
By Keith/Jattison
Tiger Staff Writer
The new double album from The Clash,
London Calling, shows the past and the
future of British music. The lyrics and
beat are many times derived from punk
rock while many cuts demonstrate the influence of reggae and commercialism on
new wave music.

Another Side
The Clash is one of the few punk rock
bands to successfully make the transition
to new wave music. They are well liked by
critics in England and in the United States
for their progressive style. Some critics
consider The Clash's album Give 'em
Enough Rope among the best albums of all
time.
All of the songs on London Calling have a
catchy new wave beat. The songs vary
from an easy beat to a fast, reckless tempo. The album has no slow songs. Some of
the songs have a rough rhythm, but most
of them do not assault the listener.
Many of the cuts have a reggae beat or a
reggae influence. Since the band does not
sing with a Caribbean accent, many of the
reggae songs sound similar to the Blues
Brothers singing "Groove Me." The reggae sound is used most effectively when
the good natured rhythm is used with
violent lyrics.
New wave music is performed mainly
with electric guitars and drums. But horns
and organs are widely used on this album.
The horns give the album a more commer-

cial sound. Some of the meanness on some
of the cuts is taken out by the horns, but it
is easier to listen to the album because of
them.
The production and the performances on
the album are very unpolished. Some
songs are made to sound scratchy on purpose, and many times the vocalists are not
in harmony. On one song, "Wrong 'em
Boyo," the band stops playing and then
restarts with a new tune. All of this crude
sound makes the album more human and
the lyrics more forceful.
The lyrics are witty and many times sarcastic and are mostly either about people
who are alienated by. society or about
politics. The lyrics, though not always
serious, deal with serious subjects.
Side one and two have the roughest beat
and the most pessimistic lyrics. The third
and fourth sides have a more hopeful
mood. The songs are livelier toward the
end of the album and more enjoyable to
hear. The beginning of the album pictures
people as helpless victims of their fate,
while the last part of the album says that
people are able to fight back at the world
and its problems. People sometimes lose
the fight, but at least they have the hope of
winning.
"Spanish Bombs," a song about the
Spanish Civil War, and "Clampdown," a
hard rock song about working class oppression, are two of the better songs from
the first part of the album. The better cutson
the last part of the album include "Death
or Glory," a song about struggling rock
bands, and "Revolution Rock," a reggae
song that combines a pleasant melody with
lyrics about music related violence.
The main fault in the album is that it is
too long. All parts of the album are good,
but all of the cuts would seem better in a
single disk album. A few of the cuts also
last too long after they make their point.

THIS ABNORMAL GROUP Is known as The Clash and they have recently released a
new album called "London Calling." Formerly punk rockers, The Clash currently offers
British new wave music.
40" material because the lyrics are too
The album would be great to anyone who
serious. The album is a good buy, however,
likes new wave music in spite of its length.
only for people who are not afraid of rough
Parts of the album would please almost
new wave music.
anybody's taste. These parts are not "Top
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Union dinner theatre returns to Edgar's
ByMarkSublette
Tiger Staff Writer
Another great entertainment opportunity conies to the Clemson campus on Tuesday, March 11, when Edgar s, the Student
Union night club hosts Tim Settimi, a
mime, for the dinner theatre. Settimi,
whose background includes experience
with the Pocket Mime Theatre that appeared at Clemson earlier this semester,
will not only be performing after a catered
supper, but will also be providing the evening's dinner music as he is an accomplished flutist.

Bits & Pieces
Dinner will be served, starting at 6 p.m.,
with the performance to begin directly
after the meal. Tickets are available at the
Union program office, and cost $6 per person, or $10 per couple. Past dinner theatres
have been excellent, and this one should be
no exception. I plan on going...
Cecille B. DeMille need not apply...For
all of you up and coming film-makers, the
films and video committee at the Union is
sponsoring a film contest, open to any
amateur member of the university community (students, faculty, or staff.) While
full details on the rules and regs are
available at the Union desk, I shall just say
that judging will be based on such

elements as theme or plot, special effects,
technique, entertainment value, and
music choice for theme (if applicable.)
The deadline for entries is Tuesday,
March'25, and films can be either black
and white or color, with or without sound.
And to answer the next big question, "Yes.
There will be cash prizes awarded." And
just remember, Francis Ford Coppola,
director of "Apocalypse Now," got his
start in films at UCLA.
But if you just want to watch, and not
make films, the following flicks will be
showing around campus. If bizarre crosscountry roadraces are your thing, "Gumball Rally" will be at the Y theatre through
Saturday, March 8, and will show at 7 and 9
p.m. The free flick Sunday evening will be
that riotous film "Cat Ballou" featuring
Jane Fonda when she was still a fresh face
in Hollywood. Lee Marvin plays a doublerole in the comic western that won him an
Academy Award. As usual, the show is at 8
p.m. And the Y movie the first of next
week will be the 1975 sports hit "Rollerball," starring James Caan in the year
2000's edition roller derby. Shows are at
6:45 and 9 p.m. Have at it, y'all.
For your entertainment in Edgar's, the
Stewart Tussing Band will appear this
evening, and Saturday, March 7 and 8, at 9
p.m. The Sweet Dixies will be performing
there on Thursday, March 13, also at 9, and
will be offering a variety of country and
southern rock. A fifty cents admission will
be asked at the door.
If you didn't make the Olympics, you can
always try your hand at a couple of different activities coming up in the Union
next week. A backgammon tournament

will be held in Edgar's on Wednesday,
March 12 at 8 p.m., while ping-pong,
OOPS, table tennis will be featured in the
gameroom on Monday, March 10 at 8 p.m.
My sources disagree, but there may also
be another great macho arm wrestling
tourney at Edgar's on March 10. So flex
those biceps!
Other stuff rumored to be going on:
The South Carolina Arts Commission
Show is now on display in Lee Hall gallery
and will continue to be so up until March
27. This annual exhibition features the
varied works of contemporary South
Carolina artists of all media.
On Sunday, March 9, the Clemson
University Department of Music will present the Eaton-Freeman Piano Competition in Daniel Auditorium at 3 p.m.
Students of music will be competing for
scholarships, and admission is free.
And finally, as the next week's issue of
the paper is going to be the long-awaited
Buzzard, you all will have to check around
campus yourselves for these tidbits.

LYNCH DRUG CO.
says
"Let's Win the NCAA"
College Ave.

Register for door prizes to
be given away Saturday,
March 8

Come in
and browse
JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR
BY
Diane von Furstenburg *Sassoon
*Thermo Jac * The Branch * Red i
•Cyn Les * Tori Totes

G*>

March 6,7,8
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

University Square
Clemson, S.C.

Cole * Oeweese

"Ladies and Juniors Specialty Shop "

Actl'PBJ* Jerrell Petites

LINGERIE BY
Shadowline *Bali 'Maidenform
*bedroom shoes by Bray

ACCESSORIES BY
Betmar *So! Mutterperl *Tori Totes

r

£v
v
*

THE MARY
STOKES SHOP

SWIMWEAR BY

JUNIOR DRESSES BY

654-3500

FEATURING

The latest in Juniors
and Misses Fashions

MISSES SPORTSWEAR
BY
John Meyer * Personal * Aiieen
* Serbin * Arrow *Copperfield

MISSES DRESSES BY
R&K * Kollection 'Serbin
Herman Marcus * Melissa Lane
'Melissa Petites

JEWELRY BY

20% OFF entire
stock of spring fashions

Berge * Esprit

DOOR PRIZES

HANES

including: jeans by Sassoon * blazer by
Personal * dress by Serbin and Act I *
jacket by Rice Coats * hat by Betmar * $50
gift by Shadowline Lingerie * necklace by
Esprit * also - $100 gift certificate

HOSE BY

MASTERCHARGEAND
VISA
WELCOME
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campus bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
There will be a meeting of the Pre-Vet Clubon
Monday, March 10, at 7 p.m.. In room A-101 of the
P & A Building. Now officers will be elected.

almost any academic Interest. For more Info,
contact any club member or call Sharon at 8148
or Peter at 8689. Orders taken through Friday,
March 14.

Try-outs for the Tiger Band line and feature
twlrlers will be held March 30. For application
and Information please contact Mrs. Slkes
(Music Dept.), 717 Strode Tower (30*3) or call
Marti Carter, twirling coordinator at 882 1373.

There will be a Block and Bridle club meeting
on Tuesday, March 11, at 7 p.m. In room A 204 of
the P& A Building.

The Clemson Dairy Club Is taking applications
for the first Dairy Princess contest. Details In
room B-lMol the P & A Building.
Are you interested in the environment? Dr.
Graydon Kingsland will speak on "The Conservation Philosophy of the Sierra Club" on Tuesday, April 1, at 7 p.m. In Newman Auditorium.
. This meeting is sponsored by Clemson's student
chapter of The Society of American Foresters.
Everyone is welcome.
The Biochemistry Club Is sponsoring a sale of
academic t-shlrts, which are available to reflect

The spring luncheon meetin of the Clemson
chapter of Gamma Sigma Delta, the honor society of agriculture, will be held March 12, In the P
& A Building auditorium. The luncheon speaker
will be Dr. Bill Atchley. president of Clemson
University. His address Is entitled "Your New'
Responsibility." Reservations for the luncheon
must be made by Monday, March 10. Call Pam at
1426.
The YMCA Is now taking applications for Its
summer lifeguard staff. Experience desired. See
or call Rick Murphy at the "Y" at 454 2361.
Students planning to change their maior
should do so before March 14 In order to avoid
confusion during pre-reglstratlon.

The wermen Players will present on March 10,
at a p.m. the play, "Die Tote Tante" (The Dead
Aunt), which deals with the Nagler family; the
professor, his wife and eight children. All are invited. Admission Is free of Daniel Auditorium.
Daytona Beach for spring break. Six days on
the beach, five nights first class ocean front lodging, keg party, and bar-be-cue party for only
$99.50. Call Bill at (019)942-2610.
The Oconee Church of Christ Is sponsoring a
retreat March 7, at 8 p.m. and March 8 at 8:15
a.m., at the Clemson Holiday Inn. The theme is
"All the Believers Were One. It Is designed to
study the restoration of non-denominational, new
testament Christianity In the 20th century. Free
admission. Everyone Is weldome. For more info
rail 654-5894.
The Clemson Dancers Meeting has been
changed from March 12 to Wed., March 26. This
meeting will be a slide and picture show with
refreshments. I f you have performance pictures,
bringthem.

CLASSIFIEDS
Designer (-shirts. Wear them with Charlie's
Angels new designer fit leant. Girls, order your
formate made to measure. We also make aHeratlons. Rockwell Couture, 201 College Aye. 65476M.
Spend an Intimate weekend around the fireside
In secluded mountain-side hide' aways. Less then
one hour drive to Mountain Brook Collages, Rt. 2,
Box 301, Sylvs, N. C. 704-588-4329.
SPRING BREAK IN THE MOUNTAINS.... Spend
an Intimate break around the Hreside in secluded
mountain hideaway. S25 for 2, $30 for 4 nightly. Only 3 hours drive to Mountain Brook Cottages.Route 2, Box 301, Sylva, N. C. Phone
(704)586-4329

Apartment for rent, May 15, two bedrooms,
close to campus. Rent negotiable. Call 654-4308.

i
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Classified Ad Policy

i'l

For the convenience of our readers a classified ad form has
been provided. All classifieds must be printed or typed in the
space at right and turned in to The Tiger office (ninth level
above the Loggia) prior to 5 p.m. Tuesday during the week of
publication. Payment for classified ads must be paid when ad
copy is turned in to The Tiger. Classified ad rates are as
follows:
1(W per word with student ID.
All others 20* per word.
Lost and Found notices and Announcements from nonprofit organizations advertising non-profit activities are free.
A word is a word is a word. (Or, any sequence of letters,
figures, characters, symbols, etc. with a space at either end.)
Some examples of words are: a, 656-2150, $1.98, Mon., antidisestablishmentarianism.
Sixty (60) words is the maximum length for an ad. Ads of
ten (10) words or less cost $1 for students, $2 otherwise.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Black Eloktralite camera with a built-in
flash. Has Initials SNH on It. Lost Friday evening.
If found, contact Nancy Holllngaworth at 636-8220.
LOST: Set of keya with pacifier attached on the
chain. Call Susan Q. at 696-2190 if found.
LOST: One b«by-blue all down lacket with dark
blue arid white shoulder stripes. Lost In the
Bookstore Saturday night. Reward offered. Call
Nancy at 696-6439.
FOUND: Tlmex electric watch downtown by the
Bookstore Friday, Feb. 29. Call Linda at 6620 and
Identify.

PERSONALS
W. Dan • Happy Birthday! Hope you enjoy
Capri's and E.L.O. - Love, D. Leslie.
Happy Birthday Mom. Sorry I can't be there.
Love Hugh

Looking for a student going to

Pensacola- MOBILE
area, to pull small trailer back to Clemson. Own car necessary. Call Dr. Owens
3149 or 654-4709.

WANTED TO BUY
Class rings, wedding rings,
Sterling silver, or any 10k,
14k, or 18k gold. Also
Silver or gold coins.

Midway Grocery
Highway 93, Central

639-2659

,j

baa.

THE TIGERS'
BITE SITE

OUR CONTACT LENS CENTER FEATURES
THE SOFT CONTACT LENS
STANDARD 0AUSCH& LOMB

SO SOFT
SO COMFORTABLE
UP TO 18 HOURS WEARING PER DAY
YOU JUST DON'T WANT TO TAKE
THEM OUT
YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW THEY'RE
ON YOUR EYES
THE COST IS NOT TOO HIGH

Has A New Look!
Mon. -Closed
Tues. - Thurs. - 10:00a.m. -12:00 mid
Fri.- 8:00a.m. -2:00a.m.
Sat. - 8:00a.m. - 1:00a.m.
Sun.- 8:00a.m. - 2:00p.m.

STUDENTS ARE WELCOMED

JUST $19500 COMPLETE
EXAMINATION. LENSES<CARE KIT & SERVICE AGREEMENT

30' Busch Night

INSTANT FITTING USUALLY
REFUND POLICY

Wednesday, March 12
7:00p.m. -10:00p.m.
Live Entertainment

THE COST OF CONTACT LENS SERVICE
OVER THE PREDICTABLE FUTURE IS COMPARABLE TO EYEGLASSES WITH OUR
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sports
Clemson wins
gymnastics
title
VICTOR FEINSTEIN won toe overall title in last Saturday's South Carolina Gymnastics Championships to lead Clemson to
a first place finish in the men's competition. Feinstein is a graduate student and
one of the most experienced members of
the Tiger team. The Lady Tigers finished
third in their part of the competition
behind USC and Furman.
(Photo by
Ingram)

Sports Bulletin is unfair to soccer team
Page 22 of the Sports Bulletin insert
located in the paper this week takes a slap
at Clemson soccer. The comment is aimed
at the entire program and is common to
head Tiger soccer coach Ibrahim M.
Ibrahim. The issue is a controversial one
concerning the foreign athlete that participates on the collegiate level in
America.

Trailing the
Tiger
Mr. Tim Wendel states in the article
"Soccer Quietly Makes Its Mark" in the
grey box labeled "A Victory for American
Soccer" that "the majority of Clemson's
players were from Nigeria and Jamaica."
Wendel is referring to the national finals
when the Tigers met Southern IllinoisEdwardsville, a team that is predominately American, and lost 3-2. He is laughing
through the print, but he should have done
his homework before he made such an
outspoken statement.
Clemson had five Nigerians and one
Jamaican on the roster of 26 players last
fall. This is clearly not a majority of the
squad.
Further down the list in the same box,

Wendel mentions Alabama A&M as winning the Division II crown 2-0 over Eastern
Illinois. What he fails to mention is that
over 20 players on the A&M team are from
Nigeria. It's probably just an oversight on
his part. He probably thinks that Frank
McGuire will be the head basketball coach
at South Carolina next year. Wendel probably also picked the Atlanta Braves to
win the Western Division of the National
League last summer. He obviously does
not know what he is talking about.
Ibrahim is used to this criticism and had
a few comments to make on the article.
"It is sensationalist. Someone should not
waste time writing that stuff," Ibrahim
said, "because I will not waste time
reading it."
When asked if he was trying to get more
Americans, Ibrahim said, "Yes, we are
trying to recruit more American players,
and there are more good ones now than
there were a few years ago. It is just difficult to find them. The object is to recruit
the best players, and the foreign players
are still the best."
Ibrahim has signed two American
players already and is now looking to complete his recruiting by signing four foreign
players. The two Americans are a 6'6"
goalie and a midfielder, and Ibrahim lists
both of them as having, "excellent potential." He offered scholarships to two other
Americans, but they turned him down.
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association has made it more and more
difficult for the foreign player because of
age requirements and other rulings. "A lot
of people think that it is easy to recruit
foreign players, but I welcome them to try

it," Ibrahim said.
Foreign players often have to take additional entrance exams to qualify to come
to Clemson. Ibrahim encourages them to
take the tests early to make the recruiting
process easier.
Ibrahim does not believe in conventional
recruiting. In fact, he calls the recruiting
practices the NCAA allows somewhere
near "professionalism." "I have a bad
taste in my mouth for the present ways of
recruiting. I do not want to be a babysitter
and beg somebody to play for Clemson and
get down and kiss their feet. I just won't do
it.
"Why should I give a guy $10 for entertainment money on a visit? Why should I
have to find him a date? I don't think I
have to find him a date, and I am not going
to. I think they ought to do away with paid
visits by the school. If a player is interested enough in coming to Clemson, he
should pay his own way for a visit,"
Ibrahim said.
Ibrahim does not have time to recruit as
he would like to because he is a one man
coaching staff. "When I recruit, I tell the
player that Clemson has a good soceer
team, a good academic environment, and
then I ask them if they would like to continue their education here," Ibrahim said.
He explained his letter-writing after the
initial contact with a player by saying "I
am a thrifty person, and the telephoning
long distances costs too much money.
"I don't know what the answer is to the
foreign player problem," Ibrahim said,
"but I think if you asked kids in the Clemson area if they would rather see high
caliber soccer like it is now or a lower

quality team with fewer foreign players,
they would answer that they like the program the way it is now. That article is a
cheap blow.
"The soccer finals last December were
one American school versus another
American school. I think a large part of the
problem is that people associate foreign
athletes as all being black. This is not true.
Connecticut has a fine team, and they have
a lot of players from England and
Europe," Ibrahim said.
Most of the people that are knocking the
foreign players do not know how to coach
anyway, according to Ibrahim. He used as
an example the head coach at Indiana
University, Jerry Yeagley, whose comments can be found on page four of the
Sports Bulletin.
"I told him to his face that he he could
not coach a team like mine, and he knows
it. He does not play soccer. He substitutes
seven players at a time, and you are constantly looking to the bench to see who is
coming in the game next," Ibrahim said.
"His game is like hockey.
"I would like to think that in five to 10
years, soccer at Clemson will be
predominantly American. I am an
American, and I am looking to build a
sport. I have had offers from professional
teams, but I love Clemson, and I never
want to coach anywhere else.
"I love soccer, and all I want is the
freedom to run my program. I do not get
paid much to coach the team, but I guess
you could say that it is my hobby. If Clemson ever decided to end the soccer program, I would probably just retire,"
Ibrahim said.
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Tiger fencers are a victim of an upset
tually the difference between first and second.
In the foils it was CraigVecchionewho
led Clemson. He gained All-ACC honors as
well as chance to go to the NCAA tournament with a third place finish. Vecchione
went 13-4 to fall behind Mendt and
Thomas, both of Maryland.
Steve Renshaw and Mark Wasserman
performed well for Clemson in the Sabre
event with a first and third respectively.
Renshaw went 16-1 on his way to being
voted the tournament's Most Valuable
Fencer.
This three time All-American made the
All-ACC team and is going to Penn State
to represent Clemson at the nationals. He
is also pushing for a fourth All-American
rating. His teammate, Mark Wesserman,
will join him on the All-ACC team with a
13-4, third place finish.
"We qualified the maximum number for
the nationals again this year," commented
Poteat. "Realisticaly we should end up in
the top 10, but I can see us within the top
five nationally."

By Tom DuPont
Tiger Staff Writer
The ACC Fencing Championships were
held at Clemson at the Fike Recreational
Center last Saturday. For Clemson, the
tournament was a disappointment since
all the top-rated Tigers could muster was a
second place tie with Maryland. The
University of North Carolina upset Clemson by taking top honors in this year's tournament.
"Everyone did well," explained head
coach Charlie Poteat. "We were heavily
favored and if we would have won onefourth of the Epee bouts, we would have
won with no problem."
The Epee was not a total disappointment
though. All-American, AU-ACC Jay
Thomas for Clemson went 14-3 to get first
place and qualify for the NCAA bouts.
Thomas, a sophomore, is looking for
another All-American rating at the nationals.
But the team could only muster 7 of 34
points in the Epee event which was even-

Immediate ticketing by Computer
for all National & International
airlines. Same price as Airline.
ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED + UATP

AIRLINE TICKETS
SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
6546125

-/burdou<)h> 4fe
i>

FREE ON
CAMPUS DELIVERY

PC

5 PM-10 PM
Dial 654-6895 or 654-7095

Fall and Winter Merchandise
priced from 22< to $2200
Swimwear is Here
Calvin Klein Jeans and Skirts
regularly s3800 Now only s2590
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CLEMSON FENCERS bad a tough time last Saturday trying to defend their Atlantic
Coast Conference Championship. In the end, Clemson was nosed out by North Carolina
and ended in a second place tie with Maryland. A representative group of Tigers will participate in the national meet and Clemson is looking to finish in the top five teams in the
country.
(Photo by Finley)

Clemson wins title
In the South Carolina Gymnastics Championships hosted last weekend by the
Clemson gymnastics club, the Clemson
men and the South Carolina women walked off with the team honors.
The Clemson men tallied 165.15 points,
The Citadel had ilO.OO and South Carolina
managed 92.05. The top two individuals allaround were Victor Feinstein with 49.55
points in first place and Bob White of South
Carolina in second with 36.70 points. Both
Feinstein and White are graduate
students. Two Clemson gymnasts had
their all-time best individual performances. Captain Bill Bethea grabbed
the silver all-around medal while chalking
up 31.45 points and Bill Stacey finished
fourth all-around with 29.40.
In the total medal count, Clemson had
21, Citadel 1 and USC 6. Feinstein copped
seven of the Tiger medals.
The Clemson women did not fair as well
as the men because of injuries that the

squad accumulated the week before the
meet.
South Carolina won the women's competition with 121.55 without the services of
their number one gymnast Kathy Rusnov
who injured her ankle in warmups.
Furman finished second with 111.75 and
Clemson finished third with 70.05 points.
South Carolina won all but three of the 15
medals at the meet. Clemson left the meet
empty handed in the medal race, but they
were not shy of courageous performances.
Denise Licsko competed in only one
event for the Tigers, the balance beam,
because of a cast on her right arm.
Another Tiger, Susan Cudd, participated
in only the uneven parallel bars because of
a cast on her right foot.
The Atlantic Coast Conference meet that
was previously scheduled for this Saturday at Littlejohn was cancelled earlier this
week because of conflicts involving some
of the teams that were supposed to compete.

^Y\ingThat Ever Happen^
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9:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Friday

New Spring Merchandise Arriving Daily
320 EAST MAIN ST.
Walhalla

Fort Hill Income Tax
WE SPECIALIZE IN FILING ALL STATE
AND FEDERAL RETURNS
WE ALSO DO FOREIGN RETURNS
OUR HOURS
Mon.-Fri.9A.M.-9P.M.
Sat.9A.M.-5P.M.
APPOINTMENTS ARE AVAILABLE
HIGHWAY 123
Clemson, S.C.
Billie P. Coghlan
(Next to Clemson Decorating Center

AFTER
HOURS

(803) 654-7171
(803) 225-6792

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS

LUMINIZE
Get a Headstart
On Summer Highlights
PRECISION CUTS s750 and up
Open Mon.-Fn. 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Walk-in only after 2:00 p.m.
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Weekdays, 12:00 p.m. Saturdays.

ROGERS PLAZA 123 BY-PASS PHONE 654-1902
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Matmen finish third behind UNC and State
ByTomDuPont
Tiger Staff Writer
Duke was the site of the ACC Wrestling
Championships on Friday as the University of North Carolina took first in total team
points. Team results were as follows:
UNC-78, N.C. State-76, Clemson-53,
Maryland-44, Virginia-43, Georgia Tech27, and Duke-7.
"Basically this match went as expected," offered head coach Wade
Schalles. "We were very pleased by performances by Tom Carr, Noel Loban, Bob
Isola, and Bill Marino."
Marino, at 126 pounds, was favored to
take first in this championship. He got off
to a good start with a pin (7:11) against
Jarret of Duke. Then in a hard-fought battle, he beat Dugan of Maryland in overtime by one point. But in the finals he met
Cooke from UNC, whom he beat before 9-2.
At the end of the match it was Marino
behind 7-4. Most of Cooke's points came
from defensive maneuvers. As Schalles
puts it, "The other kid did nothing ... but
win!"
Tom Carr, a freshman in the 134-pound
class, took away a third place finish with a
win in the consolation bracket. He lost in
the semifinals, 10-5, to Xakellis of Virginia
who went on to win the championship. Carr
went into the consolations to shut out
Nugent of Duke (6-0) and pinned Camel of
Maryland in 32 seconds to win third.
"We're very pleased with Carr, and expect a lot from him next year," said
Schalles. The 10-5 loss proved to be the
closest battle for the champion Xakellis.
The 142-pound George Prieston wound
up with a fourth place finish. He fell to the
consolation bracket when he lost to the

eventual champion, Galli from UNC (108), in a tough semifinal match.
The other fourth place finish for Clemson was Glenn Muncy at 150-pounds. He
lost to Koob (NC State) in the semifinals
10-3. Then after pinning Cox from Duke, he
lost at the buzzer to Wagner (Virginia) 6-5.
"The score was tied and he was beat on a
mental mistake at the last second," stated
coach Schalles.
The good news came from the big men.
Noel Loban was awesome as predicted on
his way to a championship and a qualification for the NCAA tournament. He ripped
Walker from UNC in the semi finals 17-8,
and destroyed Serruto of Virginia in the
finals, 20-8.

Loban, a senior, will now attempt to
score points for Clemson and the ACC at
the nationals in Oregon State starting
March 13. "We expect him to get four or
fifth seed, which means he'll probably
make eighth," said Schalles. Loban may
also get a chance to go to the Olympics
with the team from England.
Finally, the heavyweight proved to be
the most exciting for more than just Clemson. Bob Isola of Clemson emerged as the
victor in a thrilling final match which
decided the ACC team champion. On his
way to the finals, he beat Romberg of Ga.
Tech with a pin at 2:33, and avenged his
only regular conference loss to Tunstall
(Maryland) with a 15-6 drubbing.
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Ruggers win tourney Iff
With freezing temperatures and plenty
of sleet, the Clemson rugby club traveled
to Columbia on Saturday for the first All
Collegiate Tournament held by U.S.C.
Clemson and Carolina were the only two
South Carolina clubs participating, since
according to a U.S.C. spokesman," There
is no competition (for ourselves) in this
state."
Clemson first played number one seed
University of Georgia in less than ideal
conditions. Scott Higgins scored first for
Clemson with a drop kick. Then Georgia
came back with a try and a conversion to
make the score 6-3.
J. D. Haglan gave Clemson the go ahead
try in the last minutes of the match to
make the final tally: Clemson 7, Georgia 6.

BARTO'S
BUCKBOARD
Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday

^^

Clemson moved to the second round
against the Old Dominion rugby club. Scott
Higgins and John Blackwell surprised Old
Dominion with two quick tries, but Dominion recovered to narrow the score to 8-6 at
half-time. With scrum at the Dominion
fire-meter mark, Bert Norton gave Clemson an assurance try to up the score 12-6. J.
D. Haglan added another score to give
Clemson a final 16-6 victory.
The championship match on Sunday was
called off because of weather conditions.
However, first place was awarded to
Clemson after the officials matched points
scored, tries made, and point differentials
with Virginia Tech, the other team in the
finals. Clemson, seeded at the back of the
pack, left U.S.C. with the trophy.
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Dine in-fast
free
delivery-carry
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654-6990
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30* Busch Mon. & Tues.
ALL NIGHT
1.50 per pitcher
FREE BEER FOR LADIES FROM 1:00 p.m. -

20% OFF

4:30 p.m. on Thurs. We open at 5:00 p.m. on Thurs.

With Student I.D.
ON:

Featuring

Large Chop Plate
Spare Rib Plate
Combination Plate

CAUTION:

Coming
Attraction:

123 By-Pass

Isola met Steel (NC State), who had
beaten the number 1 and number 4 seeds,
in the finals. If Steele won, then NC State
would have the team championship. But it
was Isola, Clemson, and UNC winning the
team title in a close 9-7 battle. Isola will
travel with Loban to the nationals in two
weeks to represent Clemson.

Seneca

Scented toilet paper - after usage
Cold Beer for Hot Dates
Portable Dance Floor
Breakable Windows in Bathroom
Stealable Beer Glasses
Open at 5:00 p. m. daily, 1:00 p.m.
Friday
No more Rugby movies on weekends
Our beer is recommended by
Deadeye
lf over 2

inches of peanut hulls accumulate under your stool, you are
considered a fire hazard.
New graffiti board in men's room.
The old one will be raffled off for
25<t per chance.

WATCH FOR OUR AD
IN THE BUZZARD
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Lady Tigers fall to Vols
By Chuck Barton
Tiger Staff Writer
Wednesday night's loss to Tennessee in
the AIAW Regionals may have ended the
Lady Tiger basketball team's season.
However, Clemson may not be through
with the play-offs yet.
The Lady Tigers lost to the third-ranked
Lady Vols by a 95-79 score. But, Clemson
may still receive an at-large bid to the national finals. There is only a remote
chance that the Lady. Tigers will be invited. Clemson also has a chance for the
Women's National Invitational Tournament to be held in Texas later in March.
"We are still in the running to go
places," commented Lady Tiger coach Annie Tribble. "The top two teams from each
of the eight regionals will automatically
go. Eight at-large teams will also be
selected. Our regional is so strong that
both of our top two teams will receive byes
in the first round. It is possible that our
third, fourth, and maybe even our fifth
place teams could go as at large teams."
"Even if we don't get an at-large berth
we still might go to the NIT. South
Carolina won it last year. There will be
eight teams in it. I have been told that they
are very much interested in Clemson,"
continued Tribble.
In the Tennessee game, the score was
tied with just over eight minutes remaining in the half. The Lady Vols then scored
12 unanswered points and led 47-31 at
half time. Tennessee kept increasing their
lead to as many as 20 points in the second
half. Clemson closed the gap to 10 points
with less than two minutes remaining.
The Clemson scoring was led by AilAmerican candidate Barbara Kennedy
with 28 points. Freshman Sheila Cobb added 22 points before she fouled out while

Bobbie Mims tallied 12 points.
Clemson entered the game seeded
seventh in the eight-team regional. The
Lady Tigers were an at-large team in the
event. Other teams in the tournament
were Old Dominion, South Carolina, North
Carolina State, Kentucky, Tennessee
Tech, and North Carolina.
Last Saturday, the Lady Tigers lost the
state championship to South Carolina. In a
game played at Francis Marion College,
the Lady Gamecocks came out ahead by a
89-55 score. The game was close near the
end of the first half. Carolina led by one
point with less than two minutes remaining in the half and was leading by six at the
intermission. However, Clemson could not
get any shots to fall in the second half and
had to play catch-up ball. The Lady Tigers
shot 27 percent from the field for the game.
Also, four Lady Tigers fouled out of the
game.
"The first half was a good game,"
reflected Coach Tribble. "But in the second half everything we did went sour
while everything they did went to points. It
just seemed to snowball. We got off 72
shots, but they wouldn't fall. And they were
good shots. We got behind and had to go
after them man-to-man full court. And that
got us in foul trouble. We sent them to the
line 50 times during the game."
The Lady Tigers were led by Mims, who
scored 17 points, and Cobb, who pulled
down eight rebounds. Mims, Cobb, Kennedy and Annette Wise fouled out of the
game. At the game, Mims and Kennedy
were named to the All-State team for the
year.
Clemson is now 23-10 for the season. The
23 wins is the most ever by a Clemson
basketball team. The Lady Tigers will just
have to wait and see if they get a chance to
add to this total.
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WEDNESDAY- GDI NIGHT 2 for 1 ON ALL BOOZE AND BREWS 7-9 pm
THURSDAY- GREEK NIGHT 2 for 1 ON ALL BOOZE AND BREWS 7-9pm
HAPPY HOUR AT THE BEER BAR ALL NIGHT
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THE MOST POPULAR SIGNS
IN BASEBALL

LITE BEER FROM MILLER. EVERYTHING
YOU ALWAYS WANTED IN A BEER. AND LESS.

FOREIGN ATHLETES
ON COLLEGE TEAMS
together outstanding soccer
and track teams. Other colleges and universities, eager to
make a name for themselves
by achieving athletic success,
began to shop in the foreign
market as well. The foreign
influx had begun in earnest.
Two schools that have had
notable success with foreign
athletes are the University of
Texas at El Paso and the University of San Francisco. Since
1975, UTEP—with teams made
up mostly of foreigners—has
either won or placed second in
every NCAA indoor and outdoor track championship. And
the USF soccer team, with a
starting line-up seldom including more than one American,
has captured the NCAA Division I soccer crown three of the
last five years.
The coaches at schools using
foreign athletes see nothing
wrong with importing. But
those at the "home-grown"
schools don't like it one bit.
The NCAA, sitting calmly in
the eye of the storm, prefers to
remain aloof.
"Foreign students are definitely a growing influence in
soccer and track," says one
NCAA spokesman. "You're beginning to see it in swimming
and tennis as well.
"But from our standpoint,
this isn't really a valid issue. It's unconstitutional to
discriminate against foreign
students in any way, and we're
simply not concerned with the
nationalities of student athletes."
The Sports Bulletin solicited
the viewpoints of one soccer
coach and one track coach on
each side of the foreign-athlete
controversy. All four are quite
outspoken.

BY TIM SMIGHT
FOREIGN students have
been eligible to participate in U.S. intercollegiate athletics—especially in
the "international" sports of
soccer and track—ever since
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) was
founded. In recent years, however, teams relying heavily on
foreign athletes have begun to
dominate NCAA championship
competition in these two sports.
The result is a growing and
increasingly bitter controversy
among coaches that encompasses such issues as recruiting
policies, coaching philosophies,
and the emphasis on winning
in college sports.
The storm over foreign athletes began brewing in 1973,
the year the NCAA first slapped
a ceiling on the number of
track and soccer scholarships
member institutions could dole
out. (The ceiling was lowered
in 1976 to its present total
dollar equivalent of 11 "full
rides" in soccer and 14 in track.)
With fewer scholarships at
their disposal, many track and
soccer coaches could no longer
afford to take on as many "hopefuls"—athletes who showed
potential but might not pan
out. As a result, the recruiting
competition for proven, creamof-the-crop athletes became
more fierce—and some coaches
began to look for more athletes
overseas. What they discovered
was a relatively untapped pool
of talented prospects, many of
whom were eager for the opportunity to train, compete,
and get an education in the
United States.
Before long, some of the "importing" institutions had put

JIM BUSH

TED BANKS

University of Texas-El Paso/Track Coach:

"It's undoubtedly true that giving
scholarships to foreigners takes
them away from Americans. And
it's true that the foreign athletes
tend to be older and more experienced. But I don't get paid to train
Americans, or a certain age group.
1 get paid to provide the university
with the best track team 1 can. I've

got a limited recruiting budget,
and I simply can't get many top
Americans. I don't have the resources of a UCLA or a USC. So I
have to look elsewhere.
"Some coaches are very hostile
to us. They try to belittle us or
intimidate us into going for second(Continued on page 4, column 1)
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University of California-Los Angeles/Track Coach
'My main objection to the use of
foreign athletes is that American
kids are getting snubbed. A lot of
promising young athletes, many of
whom can't afford to go to college
without a scholarship, are losing
out because the offers are going to
foreigners.
"Secondly, it's hurting the de-

velopment of our athletes. Many
of these foreigners are 23 to 25
years old as freshmen. They're
already proven, world-class athletes. How is an 18-year-old American supposed to compete with
them? Even our top athletes are
now being shut out of college
(Continued on page 4, column 3)
SPORTS BULLETIN
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"I don't get paid to
train Americans, or
a certain age group.
I get paid to provide
the university with
the best track team
lean."
— Ted Banks

"Naturally I'm concerned with raising
the standard of soccer played in this
country. Foreign
players do just
that."
—Stephen Negoesco

"Even our top athletes are now being
shut out of college
championship competition—in their
own country. It's
just not fair."
—Jim Bush

"What bothers me is
when a coach relies
exclusively on foreigners, and recruits
foreign players who
are older and more
experienced."
—Jerry Yeagley

(Continuedfrom page 3, column 2)
class Americans. But I've got to go
for the best I can get. The bottom
line is to win. More and more'
schools are going overseas every
year. Just look at the rosters.
"I also think the presence of any
outstanding athlete raises the standard of competition and is a positive
motivating force. It doesn't matter
who comes from what country.
Once you get out on that track to
compete, you forget all about color
and nationality. If anything, having foreigners stimulates international friendship and helps boost
the image of America.
"A lot of people argue that
foreign athletes take their U.S. training back home and beat us in
international meets and the Olympics. Well, that's a valid charge.
But, again, I'm not here to train
Olympians. My university doesn't
care about producing Olympians,
they care about how well our track
team represents the school. When
the day comes that the Olympic
Committee gives me stipends, maybe my philosophy will change."

play no matter where they come
from. If there were talented basketball or football players overseas,
you know they would be snapped
right up by American colleges.
"Naturally I'm concerned with
raising the standard of soccer played
in this country. Foreign players do
just that. The Indianas and the
Illinoises would not have any incentive to improve if there weren't
teams like us around. They're challenged when they play us, not when
they play a poor team. If you only
play Mickey Mouse, you'll only
know how to beat Mickey Mouse.
"And what does it matter how
old a kid is? I could field a team of
17-year-old foreign players and
still win. American players just
don't have the skills yet. In the East
and Midwest they are more advanced, because they have had a
good youth soccer program there.
But still, those teams rely less on
skill than on the NCAA rules,
which allow them to substitute
more freely.
"If I had more money for scholarships and recruiting, I'd be glad
to take on more Americans and
make ballplayers out of them. But
I simply don't have the time or
money to go back East to recruit
Americans, and the talent in the
West isn't plentiful enough. In six
or seven years that may be different,
and you'll see more Americans on
my teams. But it won't happen
overnight. Right now, I've got to
go for the best team I can. I'm
judged by results, and I don't want
to lose because I haven't got the
dough."
■

(Continuedfrom page 3, column 4)
championship competition—in their
own country. It destroys their motivation, and it's just not fair.
"Of course, it has hurt our program here at UCLA. I refuse to
give scholarships to foreigners. We
may have the best American team,
but we can't win the nationals.
People say I'm just crying because
of that. But I think too many
coaches are losing sight of the
goals of their profession. They just
want to win; they feel no obligation
to the young people of their own
country. This attitude really is a
result of the system, of administrators pressuring coaches to have
winning teams.
"I think the NCAA championships should be an American event.
People say barring foreigners
would be discriminatory, but I
don't buy that argument. They
don't pay taxes or fight our wars.
They come here, train under American coaches, and use American
facilities—then go home after the
season to compete for their own
countries' national teams. It's the
American athletes who are being
discriminated against."

provide good models for our athletes, they've taught American
players technique and tactics, and
they've made Americans into better
players.
"What bothers me is when a
coach relies exclusively on foreigners, and recruits foreign players
who are older and more experienced. That's what has been happening at some schools, and there's
no way to cope with it. I think
today's American players can hold
their own with foreigners of the
same age, but you can't expect a
younger American to match the
caliber of more experienced foreign
players.
"The problem is that some
coaches feel they can't win with
native talent. I think the fact that
we've made it to the NCAA finals
two of the last three years with only
one foreigner disproves that. But
what these coaches want is assured
success, an 'instant winner.' So
they go to foreign players. That's
basically a difference in coaching
philosophy. As a coach, I wouldn't
derive much personal satisfaction
from being a manager of a team of
individuals who are already accomplished soccer players. I'm
more concerned with developing
players and teaching soccer skills.
"There's no question this is a
volatile issue in soccer. It's naturally
very frustrating to teams like ours.
But I think that when the players
are on the field, they just play the
game. They're not looking at each
other and saying, 'What country
do you come from?' That's the
beauty of the game of soccer." ■

STEPHEN NEGOESCO
University of
San Francisco
Soccer Coach:
"I'm tired of being raked over the
coals for using foreign players. In
Europe, all the teams have players
from different countries. But here
it's got to be Ail-American, Breakfast of Champions. It's ridiculous.
This is sport, not a flag-waving
ceremony. Students have a right to
4
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JERRY YEAGLEY
Indiana University
Soccer Coach:
"It's important that the foreign
player be given credit where credit
is due. Soccer is the national sport
of most other nations, and foreign
players have definitely had a positive influence on the development
of the sport in U.S. colleges. They

I.
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50 years, Johns Hopkins and
Maryland have dueled for supremacy
in Baltimore's favorite sport.

When Maryland and Johns Hopkins battle annually,
a national title often hangs in the balance. This is
the one they both hate to lose.
BY JOHN FEINSTEIN
COLLEGIATE sport has
many well-known rivalries:
Army-Navy; Notre DameSouthern California; Duke-North
Carolina; Harvard-Yale. But one
less-famous rivalry stretches back
more than 50 years, involved the
Olympic Games, and in fact has
played a major role in shaping an
entire sport:
Maryland vs. Johns Hopkins. Not
football. Not basketball. Lacrosse.
It is a game which inspires the
same level of intensity among its
followers that's often seen in football and basketball. When Maryland and Johns Hopkins, located

about 30 miles apart, get together
to play lacrosse, it's anything but
friendly.
The players don't like each other.
The coaches don't like each other.
The alumni don't like each other.
Maryland-Johns Hopkins games
draw crowds of 12,000 to 15,000,
and the entire lacrosse world awaits
the outcome.
"For as long as I can remember,
the only team to beat has been H opkins," Maryland coach Bud Beardmore says. "When I first got to
school here, the team I heard about
was Hopkins. Even in the 1960s,
when Navy was better than both of
us, the team we wanted to beat
most was Hopkins. It's still true

today."
"It's always been Maryland,"
says Hopkins coach Henry Ciccarone, who played against Beardmore from 1960 to 1962 as an
undergraduate. "We have some
great rivalries with schools like
Navy and Cornell. But Maryland
is Maryland. We don't like losing
to them, and they certainly don't
like losing to us."
Lately, Ciccarone hasn't had to
worry about losing to the Terrapins. Hopkins has emerged the
winner the last six times the schools
have met, including last May when
the two played for the 1979 NCAA
championship.
"We've lost to one team the last

three seasons," Beardmore says,
his voice laced with disgust. "I'm
sick of it. I'm sick of second-place
trophies. Look at them," he says,
gesturing. "We're filling the room
with them."
Beardmore exaggerates. Maryland won national championships
in 1973 and 1975, and for several
years dominated the rivalry the
same way Hopkins has dominated
of late.
"It all goes in cycles," Ciccarone
says. "They beat us pretty badly in
1975 and '76, my first two years as
coach. They did some things after
winning those games which really
bothered us. They're not good
winners. I'm glad we haven't lost to
them since then."
Hopkins has not lost to anyone
since early in 1978. It won the last
two NCAA tournaments, beating
Cornell in 1978 to end its 42-match
winning streak and take the national title, and beating Maryland
on the Terrapins' home field for
the national championship last
May.
"I know how Bud feels," Ciccarone says. "When we were losing
to Maryland, a lot of alumni around
here wanted to know why we
couldn't beat them. I imagine he
SPORTS BULLETIN
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Maryland won national championships in 1973 and 1975, but Hopkins has beaten Maryland six consecutive times,
including the national championship contest last May.
gets a lot of the same thing when he
Top 15 rankings at various times
season, and we've just gotten by
isn't beating Hopkins."
the last few seasons.
Carolina a couple of times. VirAlumni from Maryland and HopThe improvement of ACC laginia's beaten us before, and they
kins have been worrying about
crosse in the 1970s must be atcan beat us again. We have to keep
each school beating the other in
tributed, at least in part, to Maryworking if we're going to stay on
lacrosse since the 1920s. Both
land. Virginia has played lacrosse
top."
schools played the game as early as
since 1925 and at times has played
Maryland has won 19 of the 26
1912, but it wasn't until the '20s
it very well, winning national chamACC championships, including the
that they played on the varsity
pionships in 1952, 1970, and 1972.
last four in a row. Duke won the
level.
Duke, too, had lacrosse teams in
first title in 1954 but has faded in
If a single factor can be credited
the '20s and '30s.
recent years because it doesn't
with heating up the rivalry, it is the
But, as might be expected, it was
offer scholarships in nonrevenue
Olympics. In 1928 and 1932, laa Hopkins graduate, Dr. Allen Vosports the way Maryland, Carolina,
crosse was an Olympic sport.
shell, who started the Virginia
and State do. Still, the Blue Devils
Rather than select an all-star team,
team back in 1925. And it was
defeat most of the nonconference
the U.S. Olympic Committee asked
Beardmore who began the resurteams they face.
the nation's top colleges to compete
gence of Virginia lacrosse when he
The other stronghold for colin a tournament to determine a
coached the Cavaliers in 1968 and
legiate lacrosse is in the Northeast.
representative for the U.S.
1969—upsetting Maryland the
The Ivy League schools (most
In both years, Maryland and
second year. The current Virginia
notably Cornell), Army, and many
Hopkins reached the finals of the
coach, Ace Adams, is a Johns
of the smaller schools in upstate
eight-team tournament. Each time,
Hopkins graduate.
New York play the sport extremely
Hopkins emerged victorious and
North Carolina and N.C. State
well.
went on to the Olympic Games.
are relative latecomers to the sport,
Lacrosse is perhaps more closely
The rivalry has maintained its inhaving gotten involved only in the
tied to geography than is any other
tensity without a break since then.
past two decades. A major impetus
sport. The importance of lacrosse
For Beardmore, Hopkins's refor their involvement was the Carto Johns Hopkins and Maryland
cent domination is frustrating not
michael Cup, which the ACC
stems from a simple fact: The
just because he hates to lose, but
schools compete for annually. The
birthplace of modern lacrosse in
because—although he tries to hide
Cup goes to the school that acthis country is Baltimore. Prep
it—he believes the Blue Jays are
cumulates the most points in the 13
schools in Baltimore have been
playing with a stacked deck.
varsity sports. The first-place school
playing the sport since the turn of
At Maryland, lacrosse runs a
the century. It was only logical that
in a sport receives eight points,
poor third to football and baswith scoring going down to one for
Hopkins, located in the heart of
ketball in funding and interest. At
the last-place finisher.
the city, Maryland, 30 miles away,
Hopkins, lacrosse is the one and
and later Navy would begin to play
only. The school plays in Division
ARYLAND, Carolina,
the game. (Why Baltimore youths
III in every sport except lacrosse.
and State annually finpicked up a game that was originalHopkins is the only school in the
I ished 1-2-3 in the Carly played more than 200 years ago
country that has homecoming at a
by the Indians is less clear.) Lamichael standings until recently,
lacrosse match, not a football
crosse spread to Virginia and Duke
when Clemson joined the frontgame. Homewood Field consistentearly on, because both schools
runners. But Carolina and State
ly draws capacity crowds of 12,000
attracted Baltimore prep schoolers
got tired of seeing Maryland walk
that pay to watch lacrosse. Footventuring farther from home.
off with first-place points in laball games, which are free, do not
Today two other areas are also
crosse each year, while they were
draw nearly as well.
fertile fields for high school lacrosse
not scoring at all.
During the past few seasons,
stars—Long Island and upstate
First Carolina, then State, began
Maryland has been forced to be
putting money into their programs New York. Schoolboy lacrosse on
content with continued dominaLong Island began to take shape in
and actively recruiting players. Now
tion of the Atlantic Coast Conthe early 1950s when Howdy Myers,
both are traditionally in the Top
ference. The ACC is the nation's
10, although still unable to catch
a Virginia graduate who also atmost competitive lacrosse confertended Hopkins, migrated there
Maryland.
ence. All five lacrosse teams—
and began coaching in high school.
"They can catch us though,"
Maryland, Virginia, North CarMany now believe that Long Island
Beardmore says. "They're spending
olina, North Carolina State, and
actually has passed Baltimore as
the money now, and they can do it.
Duke—have been in the nation's
the No. 1 recruiting area in the
We only beat State by one goal last

M
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country.
Close to 10,000 teenagers and
preteens play lacrosse in the United
States—and the vast majority are
in those three places. Competition
for the few outstanding players is
keen.
"We recruit the same kids they
(Hopkins) do, go to the same
places, see the same players,"
Beardmore says. "It gets pretty
intense sometimes for both of us."
Beardmore doubts that the situation will change anytime soon.
"I'd like to say lacrosse is going
to spread to other areas in the near
future, but I don't know if that's
too likely," he says. "The problem
is, it takes money to field a lacrosse
team. You need sticks and you
need helmets, and that costs money.
And in the South, you have to
compete with things like baseball
and track for attention in the
spring. But the bottom line is still
money."
On the college level, the bottom
line is still Maryland-Hopkins.
Even if the two schools ever fall
from the summit, their annual
game would still be a big one
because the tradition goes back so
far.
But it is unlikely that the two
schools will ever relinquish their
spots at or near the top of the sport
because of their locations and their
commitment to the sport. And, as
Beardmore puts it, "Neither one of
us could stand getting whipped by
the other consistently. Believe me,
I haven't enjoyed the last three
years. I'm tired of being second."
The electricity of this rivalry
cannot be understood until it has
been experienced. Lacrosse is an
extremely physical game and Maryland-Hopkins is always rough, always close, and almost always
controversial. Last year, Hopkins
won the regular-season match, 1312, on a goal that ricocheted off
two sticks, hit the net post, and
caromed in with three seconds to
play.
And when one examines the
sport, the dominance of the two
schools is apparent. Navy's coach
is a Maryland man, as is Cornell's.
Adams, now at Virginia, was instrumental in Army's and Penn's
rises before he moved South. The
list goes on.
"It isn't something you can really
explain to someone who's never
been involved," Ciccarone says.
"We try to play hard against everyone. We get sky-high for Cornell,
for Navy. But it isn't the same as
Maryland. Maryland's special. It
always has been. It always will be."
Or as Beardmore puts it: "I like
to win against anyone I face, and I
don't like to lose to anyone. But it
goes a little further with Hopkins.
There's nothing as bad as losing to
Hopkins. And there's nothing better than beating them."
■

SPRING WRAP-UP
The Next Jenner?
John Crist has a very simple goal: to
be the greatest athlete on earth.
Crist, a graduate assistant working with the N.C. State track team,
wants to win the decathlon in the
Summer Olympics in Moscow.
Along with the gold medal usually
goes the title of world's greatest
athlete, at least for four years.
Some say it's the Olympics' most
grueling event—10 feats of skill
spread over two days. But Crist,
who took up the decathlon in 1977
during his senior year at Alabama,
figures he has a good chance. He
had the second-best mark in the
U.S. in 1979 with 8,149 points.
That's also seventh in the world.
His best event is the high jump,
where he's leaped TVA". His worst
is the shot put.

Short Reports From Around
The Conference on a
Variety of Sports
BY THOMAS OTOOLE

Gary Hallberg, playing out his
last season of eligibility, is the
NCAA champ and one of the top
amateurs in the country. Nobody
expects him to remain an amateur
much longer.
It was no surprise that Hallberg
chose Wake Forest after a rather
active recruiting battle. The Deacons' golf tradition is about as rich
as their current tour players. Wake's
golf program began in 1933 and
grew to national prominence when
Arnold Palmer won back-to-back
NCAA titles in 1949-50.
The program probably peaked
in 1974-75 under Jesse Haddock,
when the Deacs won consecutive
team national championships. Haas,
Strange, and Byman were all on
those squads.
Wake's tradition has carried over
to the women's program. With six
scholarship players, the Deacs
have built a team that competes
among the nation's best.
"I'm not sure if the men's program is the reason we're successful
or not," says coach Marjorie Crisp,
a retired Wake physical-education
N.C. State graduate assistant John
teacher. "But we do get a lot of
Crist is training for the Olympic
letters of inquiry because of the
decathlon.
"There's an awful lot to learn," men's team. It certainly doesn't
says Crist. "It takes a lot of time hurt recruiting."
Hallberg has surprised a lot of
and work. But I feel I have a
realistic shot at the Olympics this people by staying an amateur so
long. Many top-flight college playyear.
"I was on the Pan Am team but ers pass up a year or two of
got hurt and didn't compete," he
says. "I have an Achilles problem
and it crops up about once a year.
It just came back at a bad time."
He finished second in the national championships and has
competed in Russia and Canada.
"If I can duplicate what I did in the
nationals, then I should make the
Olympic team," he says. "After
that, well see."
□

eligibility because the temptation
of the pro tour is too great. But
Hallberg vowed in his freshman
year to remain at Wake Forest four
seasons, and he's kept his promise.
A lot of Deacon opponents wish
he hadn't.

Some Like It Slow
When it comes to women's Softball,
North Carolina and N.C. State are
slow—and they prefer it that way.
"Most collegiate softball is fastpitch because there's a fast-pitch

Curses! Foiled Again!

Slow-pitch advocates say there is
more action than in fast-pitch.
women's professional league," says
Nora Lynn Finch, N.C. State's
softball coach and coordinator of
women's athletics.
But in North Carolina, she says,
"Girls grow up playing slow-pitch

Latest Links in a Wake
Tradition
The alumni list reads like a Who's
Who of professional golf: Arnold
Palmer, Lanny Wadkins, Jim Simons, Eddie Pearce, Jay Haas, Curtis Strange, Bob Byman, Leonard
Thompson. And after this year's
NCAA championships, Wake Forest should send yet another star on
to the pro tour.

and that's what they do best. Since
N.C. State is a state school, we feel
we should meet the needs of our
state students. There seems to be a
bigger interest in slow-pitch, so
that's what we have."
Also, Finch thinks slow-pitch is
a better game. Fast-pitch usually
boils down to a duel between
pitchers, each of whom can whiz
the ball to the plate faster than the
eye can see. The action is minimal.
"But with slow-pitch there's action
with every batter, either a hit or
someone has to make a play in the
field," says Finch.
N.C. State and Carolina are the
only ACC schools with slow-pitch
teams. They usually play against
other in-state schools. N.C. State
has done well against its opponents;
last year the Wolfpack was 26-9,
their worst season in five years.
This year's squad has only four
returning players to jell with 13
freshmen, but Finch says that's not
as grim as it sounds. "We really
had a good recruiting year," she
says, "so we're pretty confident
about this season." What's more,
she'll have plenty of material for
1981, "when well host the first
AIAW slow-pitch championships."

Gary Hallberg will soon join a long list of Wake Forest alumni who have
played pro golf.

Two competitors are battling with
foils in a fencing match between
Clemson and Maryland. One dueler
thrusts and a "touch" is registered.
A point goes up on the Maryland
side of the scoreboard, and the
Maryland home crowd applauds.
Coach Mike Dowhower, exasperated, turns around, looks at the
crowd, and sighs. They just don't
understand. In fencing, points are
scored against you, not for you. A
point on the Maryland side means
the Terps are losing.
"We've had a big problem with
the crowd mistakenly cheering,"
says Dowhower. "You fence for
five touches, and when there are
three touches against you, you
lose."
Educating spectators in the finer
points—like who's winning—is
likely to be a long-term proposition. Even getting spectators at all
is tough. "The crowds are pretty
poor," says Dowhower.
That's a pity, because last year
the ACC boasted more individual
finalists in NCAA fencing competition than any other conference.
Fencing has been a conference
sport for nine years. Carolina,
under Ron Miller, the dean of
conference coaches, won the first
seven titles. Maryland was the
champ in 1978 and Clemson won
SPORTS BULLETIN
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SPRING SPORTS CHAMPIONSHIPS
SPORT

DATE

SITE

NCAA Championships
May 30-June 6
Baseball
March 22, 24
Basketball

Creighton U
Butler U—Indianapolis
Market Square*
Penn State U
March 13-15
Fencing
Ohio State U
May 28-31
Golf
U of Nebraska-Lincoln
April 3-5
Gymnastics
Brown U—Providence Civic
March 27-29
Ice Hockey
Center*
Cornell U—Ithaca*
Lacrosse
May 31
East Tennessee State U
Riflery
April 4-5
U of Vermont—Mansfield
March 5-8
Skiing
Ski Arena*
March 27-29
Harvard U
Swimming
U of Georgia
May 19-26
Tennis
U of Michigan-Detroit at
Track, Indoor
March 14-15
Joe Lewis Arena*
U of Texas
Track, Outdoor
June 5-7
May 9-10
Ball State U
Volleyball
Oregon State U
Wrestling
March 13-15
'Denotes game played at site other than university.
AIAW Championships
Basketball
Golf
Gymnastics
Skiing
Softball
Swimming/Diving
Synchronized
Swimming
Tennis
Track, Indoor
Track, Outdoor
ACC Men's
Baseball
Golf

March 21, 23
June 11-14
April 4-5
March 5-8
May 22-25
March 19-22
March 27-29

Central Michigan U
U of Arizona
Louisiana State U
Middlebury College (Vt.)
U of Oklahoma
U of Nevada-Las Vegas
U of Michigan

June 11-14
March 7-8
May 21 -24

Louisiana State U
U of Missouri
U of Oregon

North Carolina State U
North Green Country Club,
Rocky Mount, N.C.*
Tennis
April 18-20
Wake Forest U
Track
April 18-19
Duke U
"Denotes game played at site other than university.
May 9-11
May 17-20

AIAW Region 1-B—Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania
Basketball
March 7-9
U of Maryland
Gymnastics
March 21-22
Penn State U
Ice Hockey
March 7-8
Providence College
Softball
May 9-11
U of Rhode Island
Tennis
May 12-16
Penn State
Track, Outdoor
May 3-4
U of Pittsburgh
AIAW Region 2—Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia
Basketball
March 7-8
U of South Carolina
Gymnastics
March 21-22
East Tennessee State U
Tennis
May 8-10
East Tennessee State U
AIAW Region 3—Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi
Basketball
Feb. 28-29
Delta State College
Gymnastics
March 21-22
U of Alabama
Tennis
May 8-10
U of Miami
Track, Outdoor
May 10
U of Alabama
Nearby Olympic Trials
Basketball, men's
Boxing
Cycling finals, road
Equestrian, dressage
Equestrian, dressage
finals
Equestrian, three-way
Rowing, skull
Rowing, sweeps
Rowing, women's
double
Rowing, women's
single
Weight-lifting
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May 18-23
June 16-21
June 8
May 17-18
May 24-25

Raleigh, North Carolina
Atlanta, Georgia
Trexlertown, Pennsylvania
Potomac, Maryland
Gladstone, New Jersey

May 10-11
May 16-18
June 13-15
May 17-19

Blue Ridge, Virginia
Camden, New Jersey
Camden, New Jersey
Princeton, New Jersey

May 3-5

Princeton, New Jersey

May 31-June 1

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

last year.
Most of the varsity fencers are
walk-ons. Dowhower does limited
recruiting on limited funds. He
estimates that about half of his
fencers have had no previous fencing experience.
"A fencer is usually not a great
athlete," he says. "A fencer is
usually an average kid who takes
lessons and gets good. I think
basketball players are the best to
convert to fencers. But the Naval
Academy took a sprinter a few
years ago and made him into a
national champ."
Many of the top fencing coaches
in the United States are foreigners,
which is understandable. "Fencing
in the U.S. suffers from a stigma
that it isn't an American sport—it's
a European sport," says Dowhower.
"Therefore people think they aren't
supposed to do it. The only way for
the sport to improve is for more
people to play."
The lack of interest is by no
means limited to the ACC. "1 went
to the nationals last year," says
Dowhower, "and there seemed to
be a good number of people around.
But we had a parade of competitors—like they do in the Olympics—
and after the coaches and fencers
got on the floor, there was no one
left in the stands."
□

Big Net on
A Small Investment
When Don Skakle took over the
North Carolina tennis team in
1959, he had a budget of just
$1,600 to spend over four years.
Skakle gave the school a lot for its
money.
Building on Carolina's tradition
and his own coaching skills, Skakle's teams won 18 conference titles
in 21 years and garnered Top 20
rankings in 13 of the last 14 seasons.
"There's probably a lot of reasons we've been so successful,"
says Skakle. "1 seem to have a knack
for pulling them together. Even
though tennis is an individual
sport, we're close."
In the same vein, though, Skakle
has unwittingly united the rest of
the conference—against the Tar
Heels. N.C. State won the league
title last spring and tied Carolina
the year before. The entire conference is strengthening. But Skakle
welcomes the competition. "Used
to be there were five or 10 really
good players in each section of the
country. Now there are 30 to 40
that you know are good and some
more you never even heard of.
There are enough good players to
go around, and this is what is
balancing out the conference."
But no matter how balanced the
conference appears on paper, it's
always tough to battle Carolina
tradition.
□

Maryland Has
Wrestling Reversal
For 20 years, Maryland considered
its ACC wrestling opponents a
joke. Now other conference schools
are having the last laugh.
Under the legendary Sully Krouse,
Maryland won the first 19 ACC
titles. It was easy.
But then the Terrapins, perhaps
changing roles with the hare, began to sit back and rest on their
laurels. Meanwhile, an uprising
was brewing in the South, and
Maryland was ambushed. The
Terps have not won the title in five
years.
"We could see it coming," says
John McHugh, wrestling coach for
the past two years and Krouse's
assistant for nine. "The conference
used to be a joke. We'd waltz
through it every year. We had all
the recruits from New Jersey and
Pennsylvania. But all of a sudden,
we began losing recruits to State,
Carolina, and Clemson. Going
South used to mean Maryland.
But the last few years it's meant
North Carolina.
"We told the athletic department what they were doing down
there. But they just laughed because we had won the title so many
times."
The administration isn't laughing any more. Carolina took its
first title last year, with N.C. State
and Clemson tying for second.
Maryland finished last.
"We had a lot of injuries," says
McHugh. "Knee surgery, shoulder
surgery, an automobile accident.
The thing in college wrestling is
avoiding injuries. It's not an alibi.
It's reality."
The major difference in Maryland in the past was depth. "We
used to be two and three deep at
each weight," says McHugh. "We'd
have second stringers who could
have won the conference."
Now Maryland is faced with
rebuilding while the rest of the
league gets tougher and tougher.
"But we've got some promotions
and some ideas we hope will help
the program get back to the top,"
McHugh says.
"First, well move our matches
from Cole Field House (12,000
seats) to a gymnasium with about
1,200 seats. The noise will be greater,
and the fans will be closer to the
mats so they can become more
involved. Well also have a pep
band.
"We really want the fraternities
involved. For the fraternity that
has the most members present at a
match, well donate a keg of beer.
They should really go for that."
With promotions like that to go
along with a few good wrestlers,
Maryland may be the toast of the
conference again.
■
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IN QUEST OF
OLYMPIC GOLD
Meet five
student standouts
who head the list
of Americans to
watch in international competition.
BY KENT HANNON
AS this issue of Sports Bulletin went to press, there
was a real possibility that
the United States would boycott the Summer Olympics in Moscow as a protest against the Soviets'
military intervention in Afghanistan. Despite pleas from American athletes, coaches, and administrators that the Olympics not be
drawn into such a controversy, this
is hardly the first time that world
politics has raised its ugly head and
affected the Games. The first two
World Wars canceled three Olympics; Hitler's Berlin Games of 1936
was a blatant showcase for Nazism;
and both the 1956 and 1968 Olympics were marred by Soviet invasions first of Hungary, then
Czechoslovakia. In recent years,
the Israeli massacre in Munich and
the African walkout in Montreal
have made it clear that the Olympics is deeply affected by the politics of its participants.
Some have suggested staging a
"Free World Olympics" somewhere
other than Moscow. But U.S.
Olympic Committee officials say
that's highly unlikely, because of
contractual obligations with the
U.S.S.R. and the time required to
make arrangements. Nor have
Olympic officials in the past permitted athletes to compete "unattached," as marathoner Bill Rodgers would like to do should the
U.S. fail to send a team to Russia.
Haunted by the realization that,
in the end, all their labors could be
for naught, these five U.S. collegians nevertheless train on, in
hopes of winning a gold medal.

Renaldo
Nehemiah
Renaldo Nehemiah visualizes a 110-meter trek over 10
chest-high wooden hurdles as an
unimpeded run down a naked
straightaway, and at this point he
has won so much that he races only
the clock. He set world records in
four consecutive meets during the
1979 indoor season, then went
10
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outdoors and lowered the 1 IOmeter mark to an incredible 13.0.
Only fellow hurdler Edwin Moses,
a 400-meter man, has ever dominated an Olympic event the way
Nehemiah has in the past year.
Which is fortunate, because the
110-hurdles is one of those American-owned events that we let slip
away in Montreal—after 10 straight
victories. Nehemiah is a prohibitive favorite to win in the 1980
Olympics, and as his coach at the
University of Maryland, Frank
Costello, says: "I know I'm handling
pure gold."
Nehemiah is good at everything
he tries. He bowls in the 200's, is
thinking of playing pro football,
and is a good bet to run a leg of the
4x100 relay in the Olympic Games.
He took up hurdling for the same
reason he plays the saxophone—
because he considers it so technically demanding.
"A trumpet has only three valves,
and a trombone you just slide up
and down," says Nehemiah. "They
didn't seem like anything to me.
But all those keys on the saxophone presented a real challenge. I
thought if I could master them it
would be a real uplift for me. It was
the same with the hurdles."
Speed was something Nehemiah
never had to worry about. He was
such a fast crawler as a child that
around home in Scotch Plains,
New Jersey, he was called "Skeets,"
a label which has replaced his first
name with all but total strangers. A
perfectionist from the time he started
hurdling, Nehemiah lined his bedroom walls with huge mirrors so he
could practice starts and critique
his form at all hours of the day and
night.
This kind of dedication has not
only made him unbeatable, but
apparently unflappable. In the
spring of 1979, just after he had set
his world record of 13.0, Nehemiah
flew to Kingston, Jamaica, to race
against the man who had held the
old record for two years, Alejandro
Casanas of Cuba. A crowd of
25,000 was on hand for the matchup, and a riot nearly erupted when
Casanas was disqualified after two
false starts. A 20-minute protest
followed, and twice the hurdlers
had to be called from their blocks
because of the crowd's ugly behavior. Finally Casanas was reinstated, then disqualified for a second time. When the roar from the
stands had diminished enough for
the athletes to hear the starter's
pistol, Nehemiah sailed to victory

^

in the fastest hand-timing ever
recorded—or dreamed of—12.8
seconds.

s*

Linda Jezek

■—-^ft- Linda Jezek is an anomaly
lamong world-class women swimmers; she is neither a
muscle-bound Eastern European
nor a child prodigy from the U.S.
A long-haired California girl from
Los Altos, she is, at 20, considerably older than any of the other
world-record holders on the U.S.
team—Tracy Caulkins, Sippy
Woodhead, and Mary T. Meagher, all of them young teenagers.
In fact, Jezek has been around
longer than any of the Donna
DeVaronas and the Debbie Meyerses who were mainstays of previous Olympic teams—thanks to a
full athletic scholarship to Stanford. That happy result of Title IX
legislation has enabled her to stay
in training instead of giving up
competitive swimming after high
school, as was customary in the
past.
The only holdover from the
unfortunate American team that
was all but drowned by the East
Germans in Montreal, Jezek has
worked herself into the position of
the world's premier backstroker.
And, like Evelyn Ashford in track,
she has done it at the expense of the
East Germans.
At the 1978 World Championships—held in, of all places, Berlin—Jezek set a new world record
of 2:11.93 in the 200-meter back
and in the process beat the old
record holder, Birgit Treiber of
East Germany, Jezek's performance
helped trigger a near-reversal of
the '76 Olympic blitz. In Berlin, the
American women won nine gold
medals, the East Germans one.
Jezek has also beaten the nowretired world-record holder in the
100-meter back, Ulrike Richter of
East Germany. These were critical
blows to the aura of invincibility
that the East Germans had built up
in Montreal, a feeling shared at
one time by Jezek herself.
"The first time I saw them I said
to myself, 'You can't beat them,
they're too big,'" Jezek recalls.
"But in a way, the East Germans
did us a favor; they woke us up.
They had done so much more
weight training and dry-land conditioning than we were used to.
For example, I was supposed to be
lifting weights back then, but I
would be so exhausted after five

Renaldo Nehemiah (right) of the University oj
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Stanford's Linda Jezek (left) is a veteran of
the Montreal Olympics.

UCLA 's Evelyn Ashford hopes to equal
her idol, Wilma Rudolph.

Reactions To
The Boycott
Athletes reacted to President Carter's
call for an Olympic boycott in different ways, depending on how the
boycott would affect their respective
careers. Evelyn Ashford was disappointed, but scarcely ready to call it
quits. Greg Louganis took the news
coolly; he is young for a diver and
had already talked of staying in
condition for the 1984 Games. For
Linda Jezek, however, a boycott
would end her chances of settling the
score with the East Germans. In
swimming years, she is already an
old-timer, and as she says, "By 1984,

hours in the pool I'd just go into
the weight room and stand there
looking at them. Lifting weights is
not fun. They make you hot and
sweaty and uncomfortable. I'd
rather swim. But the East Germans
pressured us into a program of
lifting and general conditioning—
running, climbing stadium stairs,
working out on the swim bench—
and that's why we're swimming
better than ever."
In 1979, American women either
swam the fastest time of the year or
held the world record in all but
three Olympic events. They should
win more gold medals than either
the East Germans or the fast-improving Russians.

yy

Mike Gminski of Duke will lead the
U.S. basketball team.
I want to be doing other things with
my life." So does Mike Gminski,
who hopes by then to be running
Dr. J out of the NBA. "Having the
chance to play pro basketball softened
the blow for me," he says, "but if I
were a track man or a swimmer, I'd
be devastated. On the other hand, I
don't disagree with the President's
motives." Renaldo Nehemiah has
dreamed of being in the Olympics
since he was a little boy, and says all
his success has only enhanced that
desire. "You can set a world record
one day, and somebody might break
it the next," he says. "But when you
win a gold medal in the Olympics,
you're a champion forever."

Greg Louganis

■—>Aft. A diver is more gymnast
' than swimmer, and as any
self-respecting freestyler will tell
you, "The only reason we let the
divers hang around is that they
need our water to land!"
All kidding aside, there is at least
one diver that all swimmers love to
watch: Greg Louganis, a handsome, dark-skinned young man of
Samoan descent who has replaced
Italy's Klaus Dibiasi as the No. 1
diver in the world.
Now a student at the University
of Miami, Louganis took the silver
medal in platform diving at the
Montreal Olympics before he had
won a single U.S. national title. Of
course, he was only 16. Louganis
might have upset Dibiasi for the
gold if he hadn't botched up his
best dive, a forward three and a
quarter, late in the 10-dive contest.
When Dibiasi retired after Montreal, having won gold medals in
three consecutive Olympiads, Louganis took his place—not only as
the favorite on the platform in
the 1980 Olympics, but also on the
springboard. He is now approaching a dozen national titles, thanks
to his strong surge last August
when he became the first man in 15
years to win all three diving events—
one-meter, springboard, and platform—at the AAUs.
Louganis's style has been praised
as "poetic," no doubt the result of
an artistic childhood in which he
took lessons in acrobatics, gymnastics, and tap-dancing before he
started diving. His major at Miami
is drama, and on occasions when
he is standing 30 feet above the
water and needs a morale-booster,
he sings a little song to himself
from The Wiz called "Believe in
Yourself."
Louganis has all the big tricks in
diving at his disposal, yet when he
enters the water he seems to burrow
a hole and disappear—without a
splash. This produces big scores
from the judges, but at a recent
meet in the Soviet Union it was
cause for great alarm. While doing

a reverse pike, Louganis hit his
head on the tower and came down
like a brick. He went straight to the
bottom of the pool and had to be
rescued by teammates.
"I thought he was dead," says
Indiana University coach Hobie
Billingsley. "Luckily, he suffered
only a concussion."

Evelyn Ashford
The only American woman likely to win an individual gold medal in track is
Evelyn Ashford, a graceful sprinter
from UCLA who burst into prominence last August when she upset
two world-record holders in two
days at World Cup II. Both of
Ashford's distinguished victims
were East Germans, Marlies Gohr
in the 100 meters and Marita Koch
in the 200, and in winning the 100
she also defeated West Germany's
Annegret Richter, the 1976 Olympic champion.
"Ashford subdued us all," said
Koch. "How can I not think she's
capable of being No. 1 in the
world?" said Gohr. And Ashford's
reaction to her double victory?
"I've received a terrible shock," she
said. "All this appears too great,
and perhaps a year too soon. I like
being the underdog, but now everything is going to change for me.
Suddenly I'm the one who beat
Koch and Gohr. I won't be able to
surprise anybody."
A shy, self-effacing type with a
penchant for self-criticism, Ashford
could surprise herself by winning
as many as three golds this summer,
counting the 4x100 relay. That is
something her idol, Wilma Rudolph,
accomplished at the 1960 Olympics. To that end, Ashford has
been adding muscle to her calves
by running in the sand at—where
else?—Muscle Beach.
Ashford has seemed more sure
of herself since her marriage a year
ago to Ray Washington, a student
at Cal State at Los Angeles. He has
helped her deal with the intense
training program mapped out by
her coach, Pat Connolly, the wife
of a former Olympic gold medalist
in the hammer throw.
"I have always had speed," says
Ashford. "But now that I'm happy
and gaining self-confidence, I feel
like something inside me wants to
come out."

Mike Gminski
Duke's Mike Gminski has
been gawked at all of his
life. He was already 6'1" by the age
of 11, when he won the national
Punt, Pass, & Kick competition.
Now 6'11" and 245 pounds, he has
developed into the finest all-around
center in college basketball. In the
course of his career at Duke, he has
led the Blue Devils to the NCAA

finals and to a No. 1 ranking in the
polls. But if Gminski thinks he has
been subjected to public scrutiny
before, wait until he feels the eyes
of the entire free world upon him
as he takes the floor for the finals
of the Olympic basketball competition.
Gminski will be seen as the little
guy next to a 7'5", 315-pound
Russian named Vladimir Tkachenko. How he fares against Tkachenko should determine whether
the U.S. can win another gold
medal in the sport in which it hates
the most to lose.
Gminski will have his work cut
out for him, because Tkachenko
finally has something going for
him besides an overactive pituitary.
In the past, Tkachenko was content
to stand around waiting for his
teammates to throw him the ball.
When they didn't, he sulked or
shouted insults or made good his
impersonation of a hibernating
bear. This is why he grabbed only
two rebounds in losses to the
Soviets' archrivals, the Yugoslavs.
But in the 1979 European Championships, Tkachenko showed he
could work for position, turn and
face the basket, and hit the open
shot. He is in no way fluid, but
under lenient international rules he
can create a lot of havoc around
the basket without being called for
a foul.
Gminski is not America's best
defensive center. That title would
probably go to Purdue's Joe Barry
Carroll, with Syracuse's Roosevelt
Bouie next. But as U.S. Olympic
coach Dave Gavitt says, "Gminski
has all the answers offensively. He
can beat Tkachenko down the
floor every time, draw him away
from the basket with 12-foot jump
shots, and outthink him."
Brains are Gminski's best attribute. He graduated from high
school in Monroe, Connecticut, in
just three years, has made exceptional grades at Duke, and may go
on to law school. What's more, he
plays basketball in the same intelligent manner. He has never fouled
out of a game in his life. And while
there are those who interpret that
statistic as a sign of passivity,
Gminski is a fine rebounder and
shot blocker.
"I wouldn't say I'm timid on the
court," says Gminski. "I'm just
concerned with staying under control and playing as many minutes
as possible. One year at Duke
(1977-78) I was called for only 60
fouls in 32 games, but I still led the
Atlantic Coast Conference in
blocked shots and averaged 10
rebounds a game. I hope to do as
well if I make the Olympic team."
Gminski shouldn't have to sweat
that. What he does have to worry
about is being punted, passed, or
kicked off the floor by a 7'5", 315pound Russian.
■
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A BALLPLAYER'S
DILEMMA: MORE
SCHOOL OR A
MAJOR-LEAGUE
TRIAL?
BY CHUCK BAUERLEIN
LIKE most pitchers, Ron
Romanick doesn't like to
second-guess himself. It's
bad for his confidence. A pitcher
can't be up there on the mound
wishing he had thrown a curveball
to the last batter instead of that fat
fastball. He's got to work in the
present tense, forget the past.
But every so often, a hot, Arizona hangdog day will get the best
of Romanick. Perhaps a prof will
toss a D in his face or the blonde in
his sociology class will tell him she
already has plans for Saturday
night. Then hell go home and
wonder whether it was such a good
idea to turn down $50,000 and a
ticket to the big leagues so he could
go to college.
Last June, the Toronto Blue
Jays picked Romanick in the third
round of the annual baseball draft.
He was one of several hundred
young players selected by National
and American League teams. Most
of the players, like Romanick,
were high school seniors. Juniorcollege players and juniors at fouryear schools were also eligible.
In Romanick, the Blue Jays saw
the long, lean look of a classic
hardball hurler. His record at Newport High School in Bellevue, Washington, was less than sensationalnine wins and three losses. But his
size—6'4" and 190 pounds—made
Romanick a blue-chip prospect.
Pro scouts intuitively felt that Romanick would develop into
something special: a majorleague pitcher.
Initially, the Blue Jays
offered Romanick the
equivalent of $28,500,
although much of that
was conditional upon
his development within
their farm system. But

college coaches also saw
Romanick's potential, and
they offered him scholarships. The more Romanick leaned toward college, the
more the Blue Jays offered him
to sign as a professional. Their
final offer was $50,000, no strings
attached.
"If money had been the only
thing to consider, it would have
been an easy decision; $50,000 is a
lot of money to turn down," says
Romanick. "But money isn't everything. There were a lot of other
things to consider. I really want to
get an education before I try professional baseball. Most of the
time I'm glad a thousand times
over that I decided to play for
Arizona State."
Each spring, hundreds of talented high school athletes face a
dilemma like Romanick's. On the
one hand is the lure of money in
hand and, more important, what it
represents—the dream of becoming
a major-leaguer. On the other hand
is college, offering some security in
case the dream dissolves—which,
in the majority of cases, is just what
happens.
Football and basketball seldom
present this dilemma to athletes.
The professional leagues in both
sports depend primarily on the
seasoned college athlete.
To them, college is a
proving ground for
the big time.
To professional
baseball, college

is the competition.
"There's a real battle going on
between pro teams and colleges for
high school athletes," says Jack
Pastore, director of scouting for
the Philadelphia Phillies. "There
shouldn't be any animosity between
the colleges and pro teams, but
sometimes there is. We view the
colleges as our main competition."
And why can't baseball wait
until the athletes are college graduates?
"Of all the professional sports,
baseball is the hardest to learn,"
Pastore says. "The sooner a young
player decides he wants to be a
major-league ballplayer, the better
his chances are of making it. It
takes three years of very intense
training before a boy is ready."
While this may be true, very few
of the players drafted into professional baseball ever get close to
a major-league diamond. Fewer
than 10 percent last in the majors
for four years—long enough to
qualify for a pension, the ultimate meas-
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ure of whether a player can call
baseball his profession.
In light of the slim odds on
making it to the majors, college
offers an attractive alternative—
not only an education, but also a
way to continue honing baseball
skills.
"Baseball is a most tenuous career," says University of Arizona
coach Jerry Kindall, a former major-leaguer himself. "You can waste
the most formative years of your
young manhood messing around
in the minor leagues for six or
seven years.
"A young guy shouldn't think
just four years ahead—he has to
think 40 years ahead. He has to
build a solid future for himself. If a
boy doesn't have the grades to get
into college, he should definitely
sign a pro contract. But if he can
handle the academics, I think he
belongs in college."
The college coaches argue that a
player still has a shot at the major
leagues after three or four years of
school (the pros can draft players
after their third year). They think
the quality of college ball and
college coaching is at least the
equivalent of what a player would
receive in the lower tiers of the
minor leagues.
Professional baseball, however,
has always preferred to do its own
teaching—to get players when
they're young and most coachable.
"The whole baseball industry
cringes when we lose a blue-chipper to the colleges," says Jim
Fanning, vice-president and director of player development for the
Montreal Expos. "Many times a
bona fide prospect will not be as
good in three years as he was
in high school. Sometimes
that happens because of
less experienced

college coaches."
Fanning does add, though, that
he has "better confidence in the
colleges now than I did several
years ago."
The coaches, naturally, think
the blue-chipper who is less valuable after college is a rare exception. They have plenty of examples of players whose value to
baseball was enhanced.
Former Arizona State slugger
Bob Horner, for instance, was offered $6,000 to sign a professional
contract after high school. At the
end of his junior year with the Sun
Devils, the Atlanta Braves offered
him a $225,000 bonus. Horner
played half a season, right out of
college, and won Rookie of the
Year honors in the National League.
"The way we look at it, a young
man has the right to go to college,"
says Arizona State coach Jim Brock.
"College ball is improving, and college life is a lot of fun. In the long
run, it may be the best thing for a
player to do. Professional baseball
has to buy that right away."
Ron Romanick didn't think
$50,000 was enough money to
make it worth his while to forfeit
his right to college. He has no
guarantee that professional baseball will offer him that much money
the next time he's eligible to be
drafted; it may be less, it may be
more, or he may not get any offer.
But he was willing to gamble.
One reason he was willing to
gamble was the offer of a college
scholarship. In some sense, the com-

petition between colleges and pro
teams for the top players has developed into a bidding war—lucrative contracts versus generous financial aid.
Many pro scouts are rankled with
college coaches, says Pastore, because they misrepresent their scholarships by putting a dollar value on
them and equating them with bonus
offers.
"There are a lot of college coaches
who have no interest in a high
school player until they notice he's
on the June draft list," Pastore
laments. "Then they'll go offer him
a scholarship and tell him it's
worth $15,000 or $20,000. But they
don't tell the boy that the scholarship must be renewed every year,
so he thinks he's getting a comparable offer. When a player signs
a bonus with a pro team, it's his to
keep, regardless of how well he
develops."

T

|HE college coaches, meanwhile, don't think they have
enough scholarship money
to compete effectively for top prospects. The National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) limits
each four-year school to 13 full
scholarships per season. Most college programs include 40 or more
players, so many coaches split up
the scholarships and spread them
around to as many players as
possible.
Rod Dedeaux, coach at the University of Southern California, is

one of the most vocal about the
need for more scholarships. "A lot
of my kids have to pay their own
way through school," he says. "What
are they gonna do, get a job and go
to school and play baseball, too?
It's just impossible to run a topnotch program on only 13 scholarships."
Dedeaux is one reason the NCAA
established the 13-scholarship limit
in the first place. The USC coach
has collected 11 national baseball
championships, including five in a
row from 1970 to 1974. The NCAA
felt the scholarship limit might
spread talent around more evenly.
The pro clubs would be just as
happy if there were no baseball
scholarships to lure away their
blue-chippers. Fanning suggests
that colleges can help professional
baseball most by taking marginal
high school players (not the outstanding ones) and developing them
into draftable players three (or
four) years later.
Craig Lefferts, a left-handed pitcher for the University of Arizona
Wildcats, is an example of what
Fanning is talking about. Not only
was Lefferts not drafted out of
high school by the pros, he tried
out for the Arizona team as a
freshman and was cut from the
squad by coach Kindall. He tried
again as a sophomore and made
the junior-varsity team. In his junior year, he was elevated to the
varsity and led Wildcat pitchers in

wins with a 10-3 record. The Kansas city Royals drafted him in the
seventh round.
Lefferts decided to stay at Arizona. "1 liked the Royals' farm
system because they do a good job
developing young players," Lefferts says. "But coach Kindall and
my dad and I discussed their offer,
and we decided the money wasn't
quite right. I think 111 get a better
offer next year if I have a good
senior season. Besides, we have a
legitimate shot at the NCAA title
and I've always wanted to play on a
champion, so this year could be a
dream come true for me."
Professional baseball will continue to cringe for the immediate
future. More and more players are
deciding to go to college before
taking their shot at the big leagues.
Lefferts's teammate Jeff Johnson, a brawny pitcher from East
Los Angeles who turned down a
sizable chunk of money to play for
Arizona, sums up the reasons.
"The money was good," Johnson says, "but I can probably do
better in a couple of years. The way
I look at it, there are three treats
here at Arizona—school, a social
life, and baseball. If I went into pro
ball, I'd only get one treat—baseball."
■
Chuck Bauerlein, a diehard Phillies fan, is a staff writer on the
Sports Bulletin.
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Colleges and
professional teams
compete for the services
of talented prospects. For the
athletes, it's a tough choice.
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Post-Game Wrap-Up

BY GLENN ROLLINS
JULIE Shea is one of the
finest women runners in
America. But don't look for
her at the Summer Olympics. She
probably won't be there.
Julie Shea, you see, is a distance
runner. She likes to run marathons,
the 10,000 meters, and on down to
5,000 and even 3,000 meters.
The Olympics has no event for
women longer than 1,500 meters—
less than a mile. "It's so sad,
because I've wanted to run in the
Olympics since I was little and
watched them on TV, and got
autographs at the international
meets over in Durham," says the
North Carolina State junior. "Now
I feel like someone is stopping me."
Like many other women, she is
confronting a baffling dilemma:
*If she chooses to compete in the
1,500-meter event, she'll have to
change her training totally—shortening her strides and increasing her
speed, breathing, and footfall.
She'll also heighten her chances of
injuring herself—as she did once
before. Last spring she drilled in
the 1,500, as preparation for the
AAU nationals, and injured an
Achilles tendon badly enough to
keep her out of competitive running shoes for weeks.
And if she stays healthy, could
she actually earn a place on the
three-woman team in an event that
is not her natural strong suit,
against competitors who have been
training in the 1,500 for years?
"There are probably about a dozen
girls in the country right now
where I am now," she says. "And
that's not counting the killers like
Mary Decker, Julie Brown, and
Francie Larrieu, the ones who've
trained forever for 1,500.
"I don't know if it's worth it,
going through all that and then
maybe not making it. That would
be the greatest disappointment.
And I really don't know if I could
handle getting injured again."
*She can wait until the 1984
Olympic Games. The hope is that
by then, increasing pressure from
several amateur organizations and
the media, along with the impact of
holding the Games in Los Angeles,
might persuade the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) to add
longer events for women.
It's an iffy gamble. The all-male
IOC has proven itself remarkably
impervious to change.
*Even if Julie Shea's wildest
dreams come true and she can
compete in an Olympic marathon
in 1984, will she have passed her
prime at age 25?
"Possibly," says Jack Bacheler,
her distance consultant at N.C.
State. At the rate she's going, in
fact, she may be burned out entirely.
Shea is obsessed. She runs often,
and she runs hard. Twice daily, 70

JULIE SHEA CANT
STOP RUNNING
By the time the Olympics has a women's marathon,
the N. C. State ^ junior may be "burned out."

Last year Shea won the AIAW crosscountry championship and set a
record in the 5,000 meters.
to 100 miles a week. And she
always feels compelled to run at
the head of the pack.
"Julie has never appreciated how
much good an easy day can do in
helping her come back all the
harder the next day," says Bacheler,
who trained for the 1972 Munich
Olympic marathon with gold medal
winner Frank Shorter. (Bacheler
placed ninth at Munich.) "She can
reach farther down than Shorter or
anyone IVe ever seen," he says,
"but she wants all she can get as
fast as she can get it."
Bacheler is concerned. He thinks
that easing up on her training
regimen would help Shea become
an even better runner by 1984. "As
good as Julie is, she hasn't neared
her potential," he says. "She could
be awesome in the marathon in
Moscow. She'd be as strong a
candidate as we (the U.S.) have in
the 3,000, even more so in the
5,000. By 1984, shell be what—
just-turned 25? And she'll still be
peaking if she pays attention to
what her body tells her." Her body,
via her Achilles tendon and a
chronically troublesome knee, is in
Bacheler's opinion telling her to
slow down—not to run every day,
as fast as she can go.
"It's hard to second-guess someone who has competed so successfully," he says, "especially when
one of the reasons she's been so
good is that she's been so tough.
But sooner or later, even being
young, at that pace she's got to
reach a point of diminishing returns. Anyone would. Jim Ryun
did."
Shea does not agree. "Jack's
SPORTS BULLETIN
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great for me," she says. "But I don't
think that even he understands my
competitiveness. I don't think anyone understands it like I do. He
tells me to run back with the others
once in a while. But why run if
you're not going to do your best,
try to improve?"
Shea has improved steadily since
she first started running at the age
of nine. She got started innocently
enough; with an hour to kill waiting for her father to finish classes at
N.C. State's physical-education
department, Julie and her siblings,
Mary and John, would take off
running. John, 24, became an international-class junior swimmer
and a military world games pentathlon competitor; he is currently
a freshman at State on a fencing
scholarship. Julie and Mary never
stopped running. Mary has turned
in faster times in the 3,000 and
10,000 than her accomplished sister has, holding a national record
and world juniors' mark in the
10,000 at 32:52.
Julie won her first competitive
mile race in "cheap tennis shoes"
with a time of 5:40. She set national

records in the mile almost every
time she advanced to the next age
group. As a high school junior, she
made the U.S. junior team that
toured Europe. The next year, she
jumped to the national senior team
and in Italy ran the 3,000 in 9:15.4,
the fifth all-time best U.S. mark.
Given new worlds to conquer in
college, she was named All-America in both cross-country and track
by the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AlAW)
in her freshman and sophomore
years. She was third in the AIAW
national cross-country as a freshman, second as a sophomore. Last
fall she won it. In international
cross-country competition, she
placed fourth in 1978 and eighth in
1979.
Last spring she had an outstanding season. Her 16:05.9 in the 5,000
meters set a new AIAW standard.
She was second in the 3,000 meters.
More significant, from January
through May she clocked a personal best every time she competed.
Then came the injury.
All along, her knee had ached.
Also, she had begun to feel a
soreness in her Achilles tendon,

which she passed off as fatigue and
didn't mention to Bacheler. In
June, she shifted her training to
prepare for the 1,500-meter race in
the AAU nationals. While practicing a 220-yard dash, she felt a
streak of pain through the tendon.
She hobbled off the track.
It was late, and the squad had
already departed. Shea walked the
mile or so to her apartment. Doctors think she broke a blood vessel.
In characteristic fashion, she
tried to run the next day. "Well,"
she says, with a guilty smile, "it
wasn't exactly killing me, so. . . ."
She stayed off it for about two
weeks, only because she was told
that she probably wouldn't be able
to compete in the AAUs if she
didn't. But it still hurt when she
jogged. She competed anyway but
had to drop out after about a mile
of the 3,000. "I went because I
thought I might be able to qualify
for the Pan Am Games," she explains.
Judging by her first-place finish
in the AIAW cross-country last
fall, she has made a full recovery.
You might conclude that Julie
Shea is willing to withstand this

kind of pain because she loves
running and would rather do nothing else. You would be wrong.
Shea and running have a love-hate
relationship at best.
"I run because it just makes me
feel good about me," she says. "I
hate every minute of a race, and it's
hard to get up for one because you
know the pain is going to be so
great.
"But when the gun goes off, I go
wild! It's fun to make it hurt, up to
a point, to go through that and
survive it." A total collapse at
race's end has become a Shea
trademark.
"When I'm out there running,
though, pretty soon it gets to be
like riding a bicycle, when you're
not even aware you're pedaling.
You reach a point where you're
almost floating along, and you're
so tired and hurting you feel a
numbness to everything around
you.
"Then, when I'm approaching
the end and know I've won or run
my best, I'm happy. Everything's
right. Heaven's going to be just like
that, and that feeling is just a little
taste of heaven."
■

THE NEW KID THROWS
THE ACC A CURVE
BY LARRY KEECH

Mike Roberts's national ambitions are rocking the
boat that Bill Wilhelm has piloted for years.
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BILL Wilhelm has paid his
dues. After two decades of
toil, the 51-year-old baseball coach has molded Clemson
into the pre-eminent power in
Atlantic Coast Conference baseball. Wilhelm is the dean of conference coaches and their acknowledged leader.
But Bill Wilhelm is under challenge. There's an ambitious young
upstart over at North Carolina
named Mike Roberts. Already
blessed with the finest facilities and
strongest financial backing in the
ACC, Roberts, 29, has higher aspirations: He wants to build a
baseball program that is nationally
competitive.
At stake is domination of the
ACC, and something more as well.
Because baseball is a nonrevenue
sport at most colleges, its coaches
are relatively free of the "win or
else" mandate that plagues their
football and basketball counterparts. Most baseball coaches can
field "competitive" or "respectable"
teams and still enjoy long-term job
security. It's a comfortable situation. But Mike Roberts is rocking
the boat.
And nobody is more directly
ILLUSTRATION BY JOE ACREE

"I LIKE TO PLAY BASEBALL
AND I LIKE TO DRINK LITE.
MOST PEOPLE WOULD RATHER
WATCH ME DRINK LITE?
Marv Throneberry
Baseball Legend

"/ believe we're
capable of having
a nationally competitive program
here on a consistent y ear-in,
year-out basis."
— Mike Roberts
threatened by the boat-rocking
than Bill Wilhelm, who's well entrenched at its helm. The battle
lines have been drawn.
Probably because both Wilhelm
and Roberts subscribe to the value
of the "work ethic," a mutual
respect exists between them. Otherwise, however, their relationship is
affected by vastly different personal styles and philosophies, as
well as the knowledge that they are
competing for the same prize.
It is Wilhelm who betrays most
of the friction between the two.
Though he pays grudging respect
to Roberts's "enthusiasm, energy,
coaching know-how, and recruiting zeal," the Clemson coach adds:
"I don't particularly like Mike
Roberts. He comes on awfully
strong. He has an inflated ego and
a capacity for saying the wrong
thing at the wrong time."
The hard-bitten veteran compares Roberts to Bobby Richardson, the ex-New York Yankee
second baseman who was Wilhelm's
one-time archrival at the University of South Carolina. Roberts, like
Richardson, is active in the Fellowship of Christian Athletes and
frequently mentions his religious
commitment.
"Mike's missionary zeal makes
him a tough recruiter to compete
against," Wilhelm says. "Parents
like to be told their sons can
become All-Americas and Christians in the same breath. But Mike
is like Bobby in that he seems to
expect to influence his players in
that direction. He tries to impose
his will on them when it comes to
issues like cursing and drinking."
Wilhelm's own philosophy is
different. "I subscribe to a low-key
approach to coaching," he says. "I
believe in playing down the coach's
role. Once players and teams have
mastered the fundamentals of the
game, 1 prefer to undercoach rather
20
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than overcoach."
Nor does Wilhelm share Roberts's designs on national prominence. "I never have aspired to
anything more for Clemson baseball than a conference championship," he says. "Personally, I don't
think it is realistic for us to compete for a No. 1 ranking or a
national championship against the
climatic and scheduling advantages
the top baseball schools in California, Arizona, Texas, and Florida
can bring to bear."
Then Wilhelm adds a footnote:
"With the exuberance and support
Mike has, he cannot help but
succeed in making North Carolina
a baseball power."
Though most of the other ACC
coaches are a bit more guarded in
their appraisals of Roberts, most
seem to agree with Wilhelm. "He
just rubs people the wrong way,"
says veteran coach Jack Jackson of
Maryland. "Let's put it this way:
There's nobody Id rather beat
than North Carolina."
Roberts seems puzzled by his
colleagues' criticism and chooses
not to retaliate in kind, at least not
publicly. "My only concern is
working hard to advance my program," says the North Carolina
coach. "It's something that depends
on how hard a coach can work. I
don't know why there is a tendency
for people to speak negatively
about somebody who works hard.
"It's a tribute to North Carolina's
athletic program that most of the
teams on our schedule want to beat
us more than anybody else they
play. I like it because it forces our
players to be prepared for every
game in a 55-game schedule."
Roberts then reaffirms what he
regards as his present mission.
"God put me here for a reason," he
says. "My philosophy focuses on
the need for our program to provide a fine experience—both athletically and personally—for everybody involved in it. So far, it has
been even more satisfying, gratifying, and fun than I thought it
would be.
"I believe we're capable of having a nationally competitive program here on a consistent year-in,
year-out basis. We're getting closer,
but we're not there yet.
"Coach Wilhelm's program at
Clemson still is the best one in the
conference until somebody else
produces the same kind of consistency," he says.
Roberts and Wilhelm had similar
careers in professional baseball before turning to coaching. Each
went to college on a baseball
scholarship, and each played minor-league ball for several seasons
before realizing he wouldn't make
it to the majors. But their careers, a
generation apart, sprung from different backgrounds.
Wilhelm, who describes himself

"/ never have
aspired to anything
more for Clemson
baseball than a
conference championship. "
—Bill Wilhelm
as "a rather poor youngster,"hung
around the ballpark in China
Grove, North Carolina, where the
local Class D minor-league team
played. He went to N.C. State on
scholarship in 1949 but left after
his freshman year to play for the
St. Louis Cardinals' organization.
The Korean War interrupted his
career after one season. He returned after a two-year military
hitch, but felt that he wasn't making enough progress and quit to resume his education.
At North Carolina, where he
went to graduate school, he assisted longtime Carolina coach
Walter Rabb. Rabb recommended
Wilhelm for a coaching vacancy at
Clemson in 1958.
CLEMSON had finished
6-12 the year before Wilhelm arrived. In his first
two seasons, his teams won two
ACC championships and posted
records of 22-8 and 24-8. He now
credits those titles to the selfactualized development of the
players he inherited. When they
left, Clemson assumed the role of
ACC bridesmaid through most of
the 1960s.
"My problem was that I didn't
know how to recruit," Wilhelm
recalls. "There just weren't enough
quality prospects in our immediate
area to sustain a championship
program, and I had no idea how to
stretch a recruiting budget by cultivating contacts in other areas."
By the time Wilhelm learned
that lesson the hard way, Clemson's
athletic department was able to
provide more financial support
and better facilities for baseball.
Tapping the Middle Atlantic's
metropolitan areas for top-notch
prospects, Clemson became a consistent contender for ACC honors
in the 1970s.
The Tigers have finished first in

the conference each season since
1973. Their record in the ACC
post-season tournament, inaugurated that year, hasn't been as
outstanding—only two wins in six
tournaments, though Clemson entered each as the favorite. (The
tournament, cancelled last year
because of scheduling problems,
will resume this season.)
Roberts, a son of a successful
Kingsport, Tennessee, businessman,
is a product of Little League and
the succession of organized youth
leagues that follow it. He won a
baseball scholarship to Carolina in
1968 and was an All-ACC selection for three years under Rabb's
coaching.
When he signed with the Kansas
City Royals' organization after
graduation in 1972, Roberts charted his progress toward the major leagues on a timetable. But
even after earning all-star honors
in two different Class A leagues, he
didn't win a promotion to Class
AA.
"I'm the type of person who
doesn't mind asking where he
stands," Roberts says. "So I asked
the Kansas City people if they
considered me a major-league
prospect or just another minorleague player. They didn't encourage me, so I asked for my release."
He returned home, and after a
brief stint in the family business, he
accepted North Carolina's offer to
become Rabb's assistant in 1975.
In 1977, with Rabb on the brink of
retirement after 30 years at Carolina, Roberts was named "coachdesignate."
In 1978, his first season as head
coach, Roberts effected a dramatic
turnabout of the Tar Heels' fortunes. The team's record went
from 18-17 to 38-17. The squad
won the NCAA Southern Regional
tournament title and went to the
College World Series where it
finished third.
Both Wilhelm and Roberts were
mildly disappointed last season.
Clemson finished 40-15 and first in
the conference, but bowed to
Miami in the South Atlantic
Regional. North Carolina finished
33-16 overall and third in the ACC
with a 7-5 mark.
Although other ACC teams—
notably Wake Forest, Maryland,
and Virginia—have teams that
could challenge the two frontrunners, the ACC coaches generally
rate Clemson and Carolina as the
teams to beat.
It should be a tremendous battle.
"It all comes down to recruiting,"
says Duke coach Tom D'Armi.
"It's going to take Mike some time
to establish himself well enough to
creep up on Bill. I know if I had to
go to war with one or the other, I'd
stick with the old man."
In college baseball, the old order
seldom changes overnight.
■

SOCCER QUIETLY
MAKES ITS MARK
The world's most popular sport has been making
headway (if not headlines) at small colleges.
The big schools are next.

BY TIM WENPEL
AT first glance, Oneonta,
New York, looks like many
other small cities. Surrounded by rolling hills, farms,
and forests, the place is a Norman
Rockwell painting come to life. It's
a locale where the old folks talk
about yesterday and their children
leave for the big-city lights and the
wonder of all-night television. But
this city does have something that
keeps people home.
Oneonta is Soccertown, U.S.A. It
says so on the mayor's official
stationery and on mail postmarked
in Oneonta. Posters in store windows support the city's bid for the
National Soccer Hall of Fame, a
50-acre complex which would
house a museum, stadium, administrative offices, and training facilities. A walk behind the elementary
schools is further proof that soccer
is something special here. The
playing fields are well groomed
and lined, but there are soccer
nets—not goal posts—at either
end.
On a hill overlooking the city is
Hartwick College. The school,
which has an enrollment of fewer
than 1,500 students, has produced
14 All-Americas and is the home of
Jim Lennox, a leading proponent
of the soccer revolution. After
coaching Hartwick from fall to
spring, Lennox tours the country
each summer, conducting clinics
on America's fastest-growing sport.
Many other small colleges are
making commitments to intercollegiate soccer. Football, basketball,
and baseball continue to receive
the headlines, but outside the spotlight of publicity, soccer is sweeping
the country at the grass roots. A
quiet transformation in attitudes is
taking place. Most adults may
think of soccer as a game played by
immigrants in shorts. But for America's young, the sport is becoming
No. 1.
In head-to-head confrontations
with football, soccer is scoring
points. In California, the sport has
grown by 75 percent on the youth
level (18 years and younger) during
the past four years. In Texas, only
500 kids played organized soccer a
decade ago. Today, more than
135,000 take part. In the Atlanta
suburbs, where football has always

been king, approximately 30,000
young people are playing soccer,
while only 9,000 are competing in
youth football.
"I refer to soccer as the 'silent
sport,'" Lennox says. "We still
have not received vast amounts of
media attention. In a sense, we are
a generation away. These kids
growing up now—this is their game.

To them soccer is not something
played by foreigners, and as they
grow up, what are they going to
want to see and have their children
play? Soccer."
Colleges like Adelphi, Alabama
A&M, Cleveland State, San Francisco, and Hartwick cannot support
a winning football team, but they
are receiving recognition as power-

houses in soccer.
A major reason for soccer's popularity, particularly on the smallcollege level, is its low cost. Hartwick sold its football equipment to
the Oneonta Indians, a semipro
team, and in 1956 made soccer its
fall sport. The Warriors' first season was less than outstanding, as
the team played only five games
and lost three. However, in the
ensuing years, the school established a national reputation and
did so without spending much
money. In 1977, when Hartwick
won the Division I national championship, the soccer budget was
less than $11,000. That's minuscule,
compared to big-time football programs, which often spend more
than $1 million annually.
Soccer has been the financial
answer for many Division II and
III colleges that can no longer
afford the expense of fielding a
football team. A football team
requires helmets, shoulder pads,
pants, jerseys, practice sleds, and
tackling dummies. A soccer team
needs only shorts, shoes, and a
ball.
Another reason for soccer's
growth is that anyone can play it.
A person does not have to be of
exceptional height or weight to be
a soccer star. Hartwick All-America Billy Gazonas was only 5'3" and
135 pounds. Pele, the Brazilian
superstar who introduced soccer to
thousands as a member of the New
York Cosmos, stands only 5'9" tall,
and most North American Soccer
League (NASL) professionals are
no more than 6T".
Soccer is also a safe game to
play. In football, the emphasis is
on running into someone else and
knocking him down. At the beginSPORTS BULLETIN
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ning of each play, immediately
after the ball is snapped, there is a
loud "whack" as the players collide
with each other. The result is not
only touchdowns but concussions,
damaged knees, and broken bones.
Soccer emphasizes finesse and
speed, not contact, and more parents allow their children to play the
game.
Across the country, these factors
add up to more people playing
soccer and more fans watching the
game. At the college level, the
sport is moving up from Divisions
II and III to the larger Division I
schools. In 1962, about 220 NCAA
schools had intercollegiate soccer
programs for men. Now, 480 colleges (163 of them in Division I)
have teams, and more than 16,000
men participate. The game has
even gained toeholds at Indiana,
Penn State, and Clemson, three
schools with established football
teams. Attendance at the Hoosiers'
games has been so good that the
administration wants soccer to be
a revenue sport, like football and
basketball, within five years. Jerry
Yeagley, who developed Indiana
soccer from the club to the varsity
level, expects the growth to continue until the game is a major
sport at most Division I schools.
Soccer has become a favorite
with college women, too. In 1971,
only three schools had a women's
intercollegiate program; now 29
have teams. The major growth
areas are in Texas, California, and
the Northeast. The formation of
the Ivy League and Texas Collegiate tournaments last fall marked
the first attempts at a regional
format and the beginnings of a
women's national tourney.
Soccer appeals to women because it's the new game in town,
and everyone is learning it together.
"Women are not handicapped with
this game," says Lynn Berling,
editor-in-chief of Soccer America
magazine. "They are starting at a
level with nearly everybody else. In
football or baseball, if a woman
asks a question everyone just laughs
at her. Not with this game. Soccer
is an easy entrance into sports."
Despite this newfound popularity, soccer has had its growing
pains. An adopted game, the sport
has run into two problems which
could only happen in the United
States.
One is overzealous coaching. In
American sports, the coach is typically active and his players are
passive. The mental image created
by the word "coach" is someone
like Woody Hayes: a person with a
whistle around his neck and a
clipboard in his hand, yelling to his
team and the referees from the

UNDERSTANDING SOCCER
Soccer is a game of continuous
action that resembles a cross
between basketball and hockey.
A soccer team has 11 players
who try to move the ball into
their opponents' goal. The goalkeeper—who protects a net eight
yards wide—is the only player
who can touch the ball with his
hands. All other players control
the ball with their feet or heads,
and commit a foul if they make
contact with the ball with their
arms or hands.
Fouls are also called for holding, pushing, charging, or tripping an opponent. Any of these
sidelines.
Such an approach rarely works
in soccer, a sport known for its
stoic coaches and colorful players.
A vocal mentor often interferes
with the game. In the rest of the
world, coaching from the sidelines

A Victory for
American Soccer
Southern Illinois at Edwardsville defeated Clemson, 3-2, to
become the 1979 NCAA Division I soccer champion. The SIUEdwardsville squad had only
American players in its starting
line-up, and only two foreign
players on the roster. The majority of Clemson's players were
from Nigeria and Jamaica.
In the Division I consolation
game, Penn State defeated Columbia, 2-1. Hartwick, making
its 14th consecutive appearance
in a post-season tournament,
lost in the opening round.
Alabama A&M won the Division II crown with a 2-0 victory
over Eastern Illinois. Seattle
Pacific downed Southern Connecticut State, 1-0, to take third
place.
In Division III, Babson defeated Glassboro State, 2-1, for
the championship, and Washington (Missouri) University defeated Lock Haven State, 2-0, in
the consolation game.

actions results in a direct free
kick, taken from the point where
the foul occurred. The kicker
can score a goal directly with
this free kick.
Being offside is another type
of foul. An attacking player is
offside when he is ahead of the
ball when it is passed to him and
fewer than two opponents are
between him and the goal.
The penalty for being offside
is an indirect free kick against
the offending team. In this case,
the kicker cannot score a goal
directly and must kick the ball
to a teammate first.

national championship, even better.
Uncharacteristic of most college
teams, Hartwick establishes the
game's rhythm and keeps possession of the ball through teamwork.
The club would be unable to execute this way if it was constantly
inserting new players.
Miami of Ohio is often called the
cradle of football coaches, and
Hartwick has a similar reputation
in soccer. At Miller, Warrior coach
from 1967 to 1972, left Oneonta for
the NASL and was named the
league's Coach of the Year in 1973.
His successor at Hartwick, Timo
Liekoski, directed the Warriors to
a third-place finish in the 1974
NCAA tournament before he moved
on to the NASL and the 1979
Coach of the Year award. The
latest in the Hartwick line is Lennox. He took the Warriors to the
Division I title as they upset San
Francisco, a club predominately
made up of foreign players.
Even though the United States
still has miles to go before its
players catch up with the rest of the
world, soccer continues to grow. In
addition to making sense financially, the game is fun to watch and
play.
There is something magical about
a soccer ball. Last summer several
coaches, including Lennox, watched
Johann Cruyff at a youth clinic.
Cruyff was the star of the 1974
Dutch national team, labeled "The
Clockwork Orange," which defeated
opponents with clever passing and
imaginative players. It became Lennox's model for how a soccer team
should play, and weekday afternoons at 3 p.m. he takes his players
up to their practice field on top of
Hartwick hill and tries to fashion
his version of that team.
Heading and kicking the ball
into the air, Cruyff seemingly had
the sphere on a string as he controlled it without using his hands.
Up and down, back and forth, the
ball went in an entrancing motion.
Rapidly picking up speed, the ball
and the player became one, like an
artist and his craft. As Cruyff's act
intensified, the coaches, usually a
calm and collected group, began to
point, laugh, and applaud, like
kids watching a circus parade go
by.
Someday the United States will
produce a soccer player comparable to Johann Cruyff—a superstar who can score like a wizard,
head like a lion, and kick like a
mule. When that player comes
along, the odds are he will have
spent some time in a small city
called Oneonta, New York.
■

is not even permitted. However,
when a parent directs a soccer
team, he usually patterns himself
after a typical American coach.
When players move on to college, they are again hampered by
the American way. The NCAA
allows unlimited substitution, which
produces an endless stream of
players in and out of the game—a
phenomenon unheard of outside
the college leagues. The unlimited
substitution hinders the college
soccer player trying to advance to
the pros. The North American
Soccer League, for example, allows
only three substitutions a game,
and once a player leaves a contest,
he cannot return. Although more
players are being drafted out of the
American colleges for the NASL,
most spend their time on the bench.
"Teams that play with substitutes are not playing real soccer,"
Lennox says. "It's a shame, because
it's killing the kids that are coming
out of college and going into the
pros."
Hartwick has been more successful at placing players in the
pros because it rarely substitutes.
Thirteen former Warriors are currently on professional rosters in the
NASL and the American Soccer
League. In 1977, Hartwick won the
title game with all 11 starters playing the entire match. The Warrior
philosophy is to put the individual Tim Wendel is an assistant editor
player first, and if that results in a on the Sports Bulletin.
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